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Greek Placards Accidentally
Removed O ff Cam pus Grounds
MSU Administration Cites M iscom m unication With Physical Plant
Chantal G abel
News Editor

The Greek organization plac
ards, better known as rush boards,
th at usually adorn MSU campus
grounds have been taken off cam
pus due to a m isinterpretation of
MSU’s Physical Plant.
At least one Greek organiza
tion placed their placards in the
unapproved area of College Hall,
resulting in a work order asking
the Physical Plant to remove the
signs from the “campus core”.
Unfortunately, “campus core”
was interpreted as the area near
the Student Center.
According to Amy Chicken, SGA
Vice President, Louis Roeder, the
Vice President of Greek Council,
came to the SGA office last Tuesday
asking what happened to the plac
ards.

Chicken stated th at
Angelo Lilia, President of
the SGA, “immediately
got on the phone with the
Grounds Department and
the Administration.”
Lilia also attended the
Greek Council meeting last
Tuesday to issue a state
ment saying th at the SGA
did not partake in the plac
ards being taken off cam
pus, and th at they were
“looking into fixing it.”
Chicken said around
12:30 a.m. the next morn
ing, her and Lilia learned
the placards were in the
dumpster next to Life Hall. The Greek organization “ rash boards” have been temporarily placed
“Angelo and I imme Commuter Lounge until the organizations put them back on campus.
diately went over to the
dumpster to see if we could salvage 2:30 a.m. [the next morning].”
ing were unharmed.
[them]. We both removed the plac
According to Chicken, two plac
ards from the dumpster until about ards were broken, and the remainSEE ‘PLACARDS’ ON P. 3

D ouglas M cIntyre
S ta ff W riter

In the

Theatre Students Urged To
Perform in Kasser Theatre
Theatre Strives to Intermingle Professional and Student Performances
M eaghan M cCallum
S ta ff W riter

There’s a new creative under
ground being bom right here at
M ontclair State University, and
many students are missing out.
One year after Kasser Theater’s
inaugural season, student turnout
for the many diverse performances
has been somewhat lacking.
“This is my fifth year at
Montclair, and I’ve been to one
performance since I’ve been here,”
says Toyin Adekoje, senior, psychol
ogy and justice studies major. “I’m
interested, but the performances
conflict with my schedule.”
Though the news is not all
bad, Jedediah Wheeler; executive
director for arts and cultural pro
gramming, claims th at audience
numbers range from “pathetic to
extraordinary”.
“If downtown is so over, and the
Brooklyn Academy of Music joined
the establishment long ago, where
Feature: 6

can adventurous audiences find
the next home of bold, large-scale
experimental theater? Would you
believe [Kasser Theater] Montclair,
N.J.?”
With raving reviews such as
these from w riters like Jason
Zinoman of the New York Times,
why wouldn’t students come out to
celebrate the arts?
Bill T. Jone’s piece “Blind Date”,
which premiered at Kasser made
the front page of the A rts & Leisure
section of the NYT, while other
performances made it into such
newspapers as the Star Ledger and
New Yorker.
From Budapest Jazz orches
tras to adaptations of Radiohead
transformed by pianist Christopher
O’Riley, the variety of innovative
performances is enough to stir up a
buzz throughout the area.
The theater is seeing audienc
es from Montclair, Northern New
Jersey, and even New York City,
according to Wheeler.
Wheeler says the absence of stu
A rts and Entertainm ent: 11

dent attendance is because they
aren’t knowledgeable about the dif
ferent performances going on at
Kasser. Students don’t understand
th at the theater is for them.
Furtherm ore, all performances
are free for undergraduate stu
dents, due to the feet th at approxi
mately 1/3 of the program’s fund
ing comes from mandatory student

New Fall
2006 General
Requirements
Proposed

fees, says Wheeler.
“[The Kasser theater] provides
opportunities for students to see
the creative works of our time,” says
Wheeler.
The purpose of the program is to
create a blend of both professional
and non-professional performances.
SEE ‘THEATRE’ ON P. 3

Intended alterations to a gen
eral education requirement are pro
posed for the Fall of 2006, accord
ing to MSU adm inistration.
. The interdisciplinary core
I: Scientific issues course in
Contemporary Issues I may be
changing from a single team -taught
course based on a faculty vote to
occur soon, according to Judith
Minier, Associate Vice President
for Academic Affairs.
The decision is also being sent
through University Senate, Amy
Chicken, SGA Vice President said.
The requirement could instead
be fulfilled by one of several indi
vidually taught courses th at are
currently being decided upon.
The intent is to increase the
number of courses a student must
take to complete the requirement.
Likely courses on this list will
be Biology for Survival, the Living
World, Biology of Human Life and
General Chemistry II, in addition to
a number of environmental science,
mathematics, and computer science
courses, said Robert Prezant, the
Dean of the College of Science and
Mathematics.
On page 41 of the course catalog,
it states th at any entering stu
dents from the years 2002-2004
may take an additional science and

I don’t even know what
my [general] requirements
are.”
A ndrew Lig n elli
Freshman Theatre Major

co u rte s y o fwww.montclair.edu

Alexander Kasser Theatre is currently the setting for “ Big Love,” a show
starring students of MSU’s theatre department.

O p in io n : 18

Com ics: 23

m ath course to fulfill this require
ment.
Tracy Anne Ronquillo, a junior
m arketing major, says th at she took
two m ath courses to fulfill both this
requirem ent and her m a th e m a tic s
requirement. She notes, “It can be
confusing.”
This change will only affect stu
dents entering in the Fall 2006
sem ester and beyond, including
both new freshm an and transfer
students.
SEE ‘REQUIREMENTS’ ON P. 3
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MSU Campus Calend
THURSDAY 10
NASO: African Night, SC Ratt,
8 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psil Fashion Show,
SC Ballrooms, 8:30 p.m.
FRIDAY 11

MONDAY 14

Blood Drive, SC Ballrooms,
12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
HSA: Fashion Show, SC
Ballrooms, 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football, SC
Ratt, 8:30 pun.

SATURDAY 12

TUESDAY 15
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Appropriation

statute changes

Eighth-Page

RHA: Res Hall Costume
Competition, SC Ratt, 7 p.m.
Swing Phi Swing: Step
Exhibition, SC Ballrooms,
7 p.m.

LASO: Hispanic Association for
Higher Education Conference,
Entire SC, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SUNDAY 13

- Bill failed to increase
C la ss II and III budgets

- Bill passed for S G A

Senior Recital: Kevin Pasternak,
MC Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

CARS: Veteran’s Appreciation,
SC

A d v e r t is in g

SGA Notes

WEDNESDAY 16

Basketball Blast-Off, Panzer
Gym, 8 p.m.

Who Wants To Be A
Hundredaire?, SC Ratt, 10 p.m.

C1C: Concert, SC Ratt, 7 p.m.

Big Love, Kasser Theatre, 1 p.m.

UAASO: Noodle Night, SC '
Dining Room, 7 p.m.

Junior Recital: Andrea Saul, MC
Recital Hall, 5:30 p.m.

Spectrums: Diversity Dance,
SC Ballrooms, 8 p.m.

Big Love, Kasser Theatre, 2 p.m.

The Police
Report:
Trespassing and Vandalism
Increase On Campus

11/1/05 -Enes Kolenovic, 20, Fairlawn, was
charged w ith driving w hile intoxicated after he
was stopped fo r driving the wrong way on a
one way street, and failed a series o f sobriety
tests. He is aw aiting a court date in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
11/2/05 - A fem ale Bohn Hall resident reported
that someone threw a rock at her room win- .
dow causing it to break w hile she was in her
room. The victim was not hurt. This case is
under investigation.
11/3/05 - An employee o f the Transportation
and Parking Services Department reported the
theft o f a tire boot. Charges are pending on
the operator o f the vehicle.
11/4/05 - A male Blanton Hall resident reported
the th eft o f several pieces o f electronic equip
ment from his room. This case is under investi
gation.
11/4/05 - Am anda Cirri, 20, Manalapan, was
issued a summons fo r underage drinking and
is awaiting a court date in Clifton Municipal
Court.
11/4/05 - A fem ale Clove Road resident report
ed the theft o f her driver's side mirror from
her vehicle. This case is under investigation.
11/6/05 - Two fem ale Bohn Hall residents
reported that someone defecated on the door
to their room and in the hallway in fro nt of
their door. This case is under investigation.

Anyone w ho has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.
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Corrections
The M ontclarion w illingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.
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COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

EAST ORANGE - The driver
involved in a weekend police
pursuit th at ended in the death
of a 13-year-old boy in East
Orange was arraigned yester
day on charges of vehicular
homicide and eluding police.
Patrick Sterling, 24, of
Thomas Street in Bloomfield,
continued to be held in the
Essex County Jail in Newark
on $100,000 bail, pending the
outcome ofjoint crim inal probes
by Orange police, East Orange
police and the Essex County
Prosecutor’s Office.

Sterling was being pursued
by Orange Police Capt. John
Young, eastbound along East
Orange’s Dodd Street, when
Sterling’s 1992 red Honda
crossed over the center line
and hit a westbound truck. The
Honda spun out of control and
slammed into Dennis Wayne
Howard, crushing him on the
sidewalk outside W atsessing
Park.
NEWARK - The former attor
ney for the Newark Housing
Authority pled not guilty yester

National News
KNIGHT TOWNSHIP, IN - A
day after a deadly tornado tore
through the southern Indiana
countryside, searchers pulled a
body from a lake at a devastat
ed mobile home park, accord
ing to the Vanderburgh County
Coroner’s Office.
The death toll at the park
near Evansville rose to 18 with
the discovery. Searchers were
still draining the shallow lake,
the only area of the trailer park
they had yet to search.
Sunday’s twister, part of
a line of thunderstorms that

depression and how she over
came it with the help of thera
py and anti-depressants, then
urged others not to be afraid to
get treatm ent during a talk she
gave at Caldwell College.
“Don’t suffer, get the help
you need,” she said Sunday to
a packed auditorium on the col
lege campus. “It doesn’t m atter
what other people think.”
Bracco is well-known for her
role as Dr. Jennifer Melfi on the
hit HBO series “The Sopranos.”

CALDWELL - Actress Lorraine
Bracco spoke candidly about her

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GAI

smashed through the region
about 2 a.m. Sunday, killed at
least 22 people. Four people
died in neighboring Warrick
County. More than 200 people
were injured.
HOUSTON, TX - An escaped
death row inmate captured out
side a Louisiana liquor store
waived extradition Monday, set
ting up his return to Texas.
Charles Victor Thompson,
35, was the subject of a 78-hour
nationwide manhunt, after he
escaped Thursday from a jail

International News
HUSAYBA, IRAQ - Five U.S.
soldiers from the 75th Ranger
Regiment have been accused of
beating detainees in Iraq, the
U.S. m ilitary said Monday.
“The allegations stem from
an incident on September. 7 in
which three detainees were
allegedly punched and kicked
by the soldiers as they were
awaiting movement to a deten
tion facility,” according to a
news release from the U.S. mili
tary.
The charges were filed

day to charges th at he viewed
and downloaded child pornogra
phy while he was at work.
Frank L. Armour, 64, was
arraigned in Superior Court
in Newark yesterday, m aking'
his first court appearance since
he was indicted by the state
Attorney General’s Office in
September. Armour is accused
of viewing on his work computer
more than 70 images ofboys and
girls engaged in sexual acts.

in Houston. He was captured,
apparently intoxicated, while
using a pay phone outside the
liquor store on Sunday.
Thompson escaped Thursday
by shedding his handcuffs
and prison jum psuit for street
clothes in a booth at a Houston
jail. He told deputies he was
meeting with a lawyer.
NASHVILLE, TN- Pete Rose
Jr., the son of baseball’s alltime hits leader, pleaded guilty
Monday to charges th at he was
distributing GBL, a drug some

times sold as a steroid alterna
tive, to his minor league team
mates.
The Drug Enforcement
Adm inistration said Rose’s
arrest- was part of a larger
investigation into a major GBL
trafficking organization. Rose
surrendered to authorities
shortly before he entered his
guilty plea.
Rosse apparently admitted
he received GBL from a person
in Tennessee while a member
of the Chattanooga Lookouts, of
the Cincinnati Reds.

COMPILED B Y C H A N T A tG ,

November 5 after an investiga
tion into the alleged abuse, the
statem ent said.
SEYCHELLES - U.S. Navy
personnel cleared unexploded
ordnance from a luxury cruise
ship Monday, two days after
pirates attacked the vessel off
Africa, the U.S. m ilitary said.
Passengers were allowed
off the Seaboum Cruise Lines’
Spirit and went back to sched
uled events with a sightseeing
tour of the Seychelles, a group

of islands in the Indian Ocean.
The 150 passengers had
been on board when pirates in
two boats armed with machine
guns and rocket-propelled gre
nades attacked the Spirit on
Saturday, Deborah Natansohn,
president of the cruise line, told
CNNRadio.
The 440-foot ship eventually
was able to outrun the pirates
off the coast of Somalia.
PARIS, FRANCE -'Following
11 days of violence in France,

Prime M inister Dominique de
Villepin said Monday th at the
government will deploy more
police and will start allowing
mayors to declare curfews in
French cities.
de Villepin said that France
must do more to empower the
mayors of its cities, especially
for those who drop out of school,
and create a climate that puts
an end to discrimination. The
violence has spread to poor
neighborhoods across France,
shocking French society.
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THEATRE

PLACARDS

CONTINUED FROM R1

“The idea is to bring work here th at students,
• faculty, and the surrounding com m u n ity
would otherwise not see,” says Wheeler. “We
are looking for students to exceed expecta
tions, to reach their peak performance,”
according to Wheeler.
The stage has recently been set for Big
Love, a big show for students of Montclair
State’s theater department, which premiered
Thursday, Nov. 10, at 7:30pm.
“Kasser theater makes performances
seem big, like a Broadway production,”
according to Roger Casey, freshman, theater
major. “Going into the theater, the impres
sion is th at I’m going to get my money’s
worth- whatever goes on here has to be
good.”
Amaryllis Ortiz, senior theater production
and design major, works as a student assis
tan t to the A rts and Cultural P ro g ra m m in g
at the Kasser Theater. Over the summer,
she had the opportunity to technically assist
New Jersey and Japanese technicians for the

CONTINUED FROM E l

Japanese production “Kyogen of Errors”. '
“The Japanese technicians couldn’t wear
shoes while working on the set because
of their religion,” said Ortiz. “Working at
•Kasser, I’m open to different ideas, and I
learn from other people - performance a rt
ists from different countries, doing the same
thing.”

“[Kasser Theatre] provides
opportunities for students to see
the creative works o f our time.”

“[The SGA] have been extremely helpful
in recovering the placards and disiminating information their fellow member orga
nizations.,” said Hayden Greene, Advisor for
MSU fraternities and sororities.
He added th at the organizations have
been informed of the appropriate places to
put the placards.
Many of the placards require a lot of
time and money for paint, wood and chains,
according to Junior Theta Xi member Scott
Methven.
“[The rush boards] get our name out
there. There are a lot of people th at aren’t
involved and might not see ju st what there
is to do at Montclair,” said Methven. “It ju st
makes [students] aware we are around and

Jedediah W heeler

w h a t ’s

Executive Director of Arts and Cultural
Programming

h a p p e n in g

at

'l i .

t h is

REQUIREMENT'S
CONTINUED FROM E l

The other interdisciplinary core courses
(Contemporary Issues II: National Issues
and Contemporary Issues III: Global Issues)
will rem ain the same as they are: generally
team -taught courses teaching the same con
tent.
They will, however, undergo slight name
changes.
These three courses may be waived for any
transfer students entering with an Associate
of A rts degree, also pending a faculty vote.
However, any student entering with an

th at we’re always looking for new people.”
According to Karen Pennington, Vice
President for Student Development and
Campus Life, “The incident could have been
avoided if the w riter listed buildings instead
of an “ambiguous destination.”
The University bought new locks and
chains so the placards can be put back out
side immediately, according to Chicken.
The placards are currently placed in the
Commuter lounge for the organizations to
retain.
Pennington remarked th at the Greek
Council has begun discussing an alternate
advising method to design a more permanent
and attractive solution, to prevent this from
occurring again.

Associate of Science degree will be required
to take the interdisciplinary core I: scientific
issues requirement, unless the transfer cred
its fulfill this requirement.
The general education program will
remain a t the current 57 credit requirements
currently in place.
“I don’t even know what my [general]
requirements are,” Angrew Lignelli, a fresh
m an theater major says. Indeed, many fresh
man, and even other students, are unaware
of their requirements as they stand.

11/10 - Snowboard Contest
Dinner
at the SC. Enter
to win!

w e e k ?

11/16 - Thanksgiving
Celebration at Blanton
& Freeman Dining Hall

11/16 - Traditional Thanksgiving
Lunch at SC Dining Room

11/18 - App it up at the Red Hawk Diner
Upgrade your appetizer for only $2.49!
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New Charter Brings
Fresh New Thoughts
A n d res N uiver
S ta ff W riter

The Philosophy and Religion Club has
recently been granted charter as a Class III
organization.
On October 26, the SGA committee unan
imously voted to acknowledge and support
the organization’s efforts, welcoming their
long-awaited addition to MSITs Class III
roster.
The charter outlines the rights of the
organization and assists in securing its
financial needs so as to expand its outreach
to the campus community.
It is the first time in university history
th at a club of this kind has been affiliated
with the SGA.
With the assistance of Dr. Benfield, pro
fessor of philosophy and club advisor, the
Philosophy and Religion Club prides itself
with this first major step th at could lead
to great achievements and renown in the
future.
Dr. Benfield states, “The chartering of the
Philosophy and Religion Club as an official
Class III organization is a major achieve
ment. Congratulations!”
The club’s purpose is to confront the
adherents with social issues th at integrate
both philosophical and religious inquiry.
“It is an intellectual and pragmatic neces
sity for any institution which prides itself in
academia and higher education to recognize
the importance of the intellectual and his
or her role in the contemporary interna
tional world,” President Yianni Floropoulo
remarks. “With growing demands for educa
tion, to safeguard the progression of our freeworld, organizations of our nature secure"
world leaders, thinkers, philanthropists and
stability of proper compliance; these are
super seceding consequences for the role of
the Philosophy and Religion Chib and any
organization th at holds sim ilar purposes.”
Frequent events the organization intends

to hold include the weekly colloquia and
monthly speeches made by exceptional pro
fessors of the university.
Issues th at will be addressed range
from all avenues of social and methodical
sciences.
This includes consideration from
the metaphysical, theological, ethical and
epistemic standpoints and the implications
of each for the individual and society.
The Departm ent of Philosophy and
Religion has already sponsored speeches
made by Dr. Kogan and Dr. McDermit th is
semester.
The talks included the transform ing per-;
spectives of the afterlife in Judaism and
the Philosophy of Quantum Mechanics.
Upcoming speeches include Drs. Cynthia
Eller and Yasir Ibrahim on w ar and peace in
Christianity and Islam.
• Other activities include inviting under
graduates and guest speakers from other
universities to partake in discourses orga
nized by our students.
“The lectures and events are to teach:
different philosophical aspects and various
religious views th at are widely ranged and
can influence the minds of others,” notes
Treasurer Jessica Faitoute.
The members are also scheduling field
trips to several conventions th a t occur
throughout the course of each semester.
There, they will be able to encounter the
professionals in the field and actively engage
in fervent contemplation th at will help the
students throughout their remaining college
experience and future careers.
The student body will be able to par
ticipate in the monthly analysis on the philo
sophical and psychoanalytic aspects of a film
presented by the chib. Discussion will ensue
after the completion of the film.
Vice President Jacy P atti comments,
“Philosophy is the consciously pretentious
and impractical pursuit of enlightenment
and the consequential liberation from igno
rance which occurs along the way.”

beautifu
W ith y o u r s u p p o rt, V o lu n te e rs
o f A m erica g iv e s h o p e to p e o p le
in n e e d —a n d a c h a n c e to p u rs u e
th e ir A m erican d re a m .
V olunteers, o f A m erica h a s
h e lp e d m illio n s o f A m erican s
re b u ild th e ir lives a n d re s to re
d ig n ity .
'
•

F in d o u t h o w y o u can h elp .
Call (8 0 0 ) 8 9 9 - 0 0 8 9 o r v isit
w w w .V o lu n tee rso fA m eric a.o rg .

V o lu n te e r s
o f A m e r ic a *
There are no limits to caring. *“

MSU Health Director
Aids Hurricane Rita
and Katrina Victims
Donna Barry, director of MSITs Health
Center, was deployed last month by FEMA to
the town of Cameron, Louisiana, to provide
medical and m ental health relief to victims
of Hurricanes Rita and Katrina.
Her experience was an eye opener to the
devastation and destruction caused by natu
ral disasters, and also an in-depth look at the

allow the homeowners time to salvage any
possessions they had left.
“It is hard to comprehend what these
people must be feeling when they return to
their property to discover there is nothing to
recover,” Barry said. “The only thing left of
their lives prior to the hurricane are memo
ries. All th at is tangible is gone.”

courtesy of www.montclair.edu

M ontclair State’s Health Center director Donna Barry experienced the aftermath of
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita at hand.
n n u n n ij
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Students, (from left to right), Andres Nuiver, Francis Rutz, Jessica Faitouts, Jacy Patti and
Dr. David Benfield, professor of Philosophy and Religion, pose in celebration of the new
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resilience carried by. one community coping
with the physical and emotional afterm ath.
“I have yet to find one word th at can
encompass my experience,” said Barry.
“Frustrating, personally challenging, heart
breaking, but also one of the most rewarding
experiences I have ever had.”
When she first arrived, Barry said that
from the highways, the damage seemed to be
minor, but she soon realized the significant
structural impact caused by Rita.
“It was far more difficult to see than I
expected and beyond description,” she said.
“The town is virtually gone. The 20-foot
storm surge seemed to have the same effect
as a tsunam i, moving almost everything in
its path inland up to 15 miles and scattering
it through m arshlands and bayou filled with
snakes and alligators.”
For the citizens of Cameron, a “look and
leave” program was implemented in order to

Barry stayed for two weeks, working with
the Christus St. Patrick Hospital located in
Lake Charles.
“St. Patrick’s was the most structurally
sound building left. Twenty-five employees
from the hospital stayed and rode out the
storm. They said the negative pressure from
the storm was so severe, you could actually
see the windows bending inward.”
Barry’s time in the parish of Cameron left
a la s tin g impression.
“I think it ^tremendously increased my
awareness of the multiple levels of need from
the disaster. W hat I am finding is th at I still
feel relatively disconnected to the real world.
It’s harder than I thought to let go and get
back to normalcy.”

A rticle courtesy o f Insight Online
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ifty young Greek women are forced to marry their cousins. Instead, they make a plan to
kill the men on their wedding night. All but one carries out her promise...

For tickets or more information,
please call 973-655-5112 or visit
www.montclair.edu/kasser
No charge for MSU Undergrads
through Performing Arts Fee.
Discounts for MSU staff, faculty, graduate
students and alumni.
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The Next Generation in Video Gaming
X-Box, PS3 and Nintendo Revolution Are Changing The Gaming Industry
This is no small choice. The basic core
system of the new X-Box 360 can cost in the
upwards of $300, and the other systems do
emember when it was so much fun
not appear to be promising
playing in a world of eightanything much cheaper.
bit, side scrolling action
Even Nintendo, usually
as a righteous plumber on a
very cheap in compari
mission to save the mushroom
son, appears to be raising
kingdom? Well, these days are
the bar in an attem pt to
gone.
catch the pack in term s of
Today, th at eight-bit world has
graphics and game play.
evolved into its own universe.
The following are the new
The same rampaging plumber
systems to be released by
now has motives, personality,
the powers th at be:
weaknesses, and even internal
X-Box 360
conflict. The means of combat
have changed; the steel-toed
It costs $299 for the base
boot is no longer the weapon of
system and $399 for the
choice. Today’s gamers demand
complete package. It uses
the 12-gauge shotgun, the dead
twice the power and twice
ly katana, or a set of m artial
as many fans, which
arts moves th at would make
are all crammed into
Jackie Chan wet himself.
a smaller, sleeker case.
Unfortunately, all of this
The machine has wireless
costs money, and a lot of it
ontrollers and a sleek DVD
at that. However to today’s
remote. Customizable lace plates
gamers, it is not a question of
and bold features make this not only
how much, but which system. W ith all the fun to play, but also pretty darn good looking
big names in gaming preparing to unleash too.
their new systems on the world, all of the
The X-Box 360 also acts as a multi-medial
hard-core gamers are at war with themselves powerhouse, allowing you to download movdeciding which one to buy.
ies, music, and games straight from the
A n th o n y Ingersoll
S ta ff W riter

R

1-800-REJECTION
A lin e M endelsohn
KRT Campus

t ’s an age-old m ating ritual, not unlike a
courtship ceremony you might, see on the
Discovery C hannel
The male species puffs out his chest,
struts over to the female, fumbles through
some conversation, perhaps buys her an
Appletini, and, if all goes well, scores her cell
phone number.
After the respectable three days have
passed (remember the movie Swingers?), the
male calls the female. But if she has given
him the number 407-970-8278, he is in for a
rude surprise.
“You’ve reached the Rejection Hotline!”
a cheerful voice says. “ ... Unfortunately, the
person who gave you this number did not
want you to have their real number.” Then
the voice rattles off a host of reasons for the
rejection - arrogance, body odor, a “psycho
stalker vibe.”
The man behind the voice, Jeff Goldblatt,
originated the Rejection Hotline four years
ago. He was at an Atlanta bar and observed
a man flirting with an uninterested woman,
who ultimately told the man to get away from
her.
Even the man’s friends were laughing at
him. There had to be a less humiliating way
of rejecting someone, Goldblatt figured. So he
recorded a Rejection Hotline message, first as
a joke, but then word spread. Today, about 1.6
million callers dial the number each month,
Goldblatt says.
Local numbers are available for about 30
cities. Goldblatt, an MBA student a t Emory
University, also runs regectionhotline.com, a
site th at makes a profit through advertise
ments, sponsorships and products for sale
such as Rejection Hotline underwear.
Goldblatt estimates th at 98 percent of

I

callers dial for fun.
As for those who take it seriously, Goldblatt
says, “We like to think it’s a public service.”
(By “we,” Goldblatt is referring to him self and
his tribe of unpaid interns.)
Receiving the number could be crush
ing, says Elayne Savage, author of “Don’t
Take it Personally! The A rt of Dealing with
Rejection.” .
“You don’t know someone’s history, and
you don’t know how they may have been hurt
in the past,” Savage says. “You don’t know
what kind of reaction someone might have.”
She adds th at the hotline could dredge up
painftd memories, perhaps childhood trau 
mas.
“There are classier ways to do a decline,”
Savage says.
John Fuhrman, author of “Reject Me _ I
Love It! 21 Secrets for T u rn in g Rejection into
Direction,” recommends offering a reason for
rejecting someone. This is constructive criti
cism, if you will.
But when freed with a particularly obnox
ious person, Fuhrman doesn’t rule out a
direct, “You know what, it is you.”
“There is definitely a need for [the hot
line],” says Fuhrman, who is known in some
circles as “Mr. Rejection.” “If you’ve got some
one you can’t shake oft absolutely use the
number.”
Allison Cox has done so several times.
Cox, a bartender at Universal Orlando’s
CityWalk, once was pursued by a man wear
ing a shirt th at read: “Hi, You’ll Do.”
He wouldn’t take the hint, so she gave him
th e number.
“I thought I would never see him again,”
Cox says.
She thought wrong. He came to the bar
again, and told her th at giving the rejection
number was really mean; it hurt his feelings.
And then he asked for her number again.

internet while chatting with your friends.
This is not ju st a game system; it is a personal
computer designed for nothing else but your
personal enjoyment.

PowerPC base running a t 3.2 GHz. The sys
tem will support many disk types including,
but not limited to, all previous PlayStation
games, DVDs, and CDs.

FlaystationS

Nintendo Revolution
Nintendo has fallen behind in popularity
lately, but is trying to make a comeback with
the Revolution. Having had Play
Station step into their m ar
ket with the PSP, the only
real things Nintendo
has going for them
are their techni
cal depend
ability and
unparal
leled name
recognition. It
is powered by
thetop-secret
processor codenamed: “Broadway” from IBM
and a graphics chip from ATI codenamed:
“Hollywood.” The brand-new controller for
this system is supposed to be a touch screen
with an LED backlight th at will be abso
lutely awesome! We haven’t heard too much
about its pricing power, but we know it will
be comparable to its counterparts. With the
stylish body and backwards compatibility
this old-school favorite is sure to win some
hearts.

Playstation has not yet released any infor
mation as to what the price may be for this
machine, but you can bet it will be
right up there
w ith the
X- Box.
T h e
P S 3
body
design
does not I
shock
too many
people. It
looks like
^ j a p Mm
a
silver round
version
of the PS2.
W hat does
leap out about its
appearance
are the controllers. For the first time in years,
Playstation has actually designed a new con
troller! The button configuration appears to
be more of the same, but the controller itself
looks like it should feel more comfortable in
your hands. Though no information about the
compatibility of the old controllers with the
new system has been released. The CPU is a

Kids at Farm Schools
Tom W ebb
KRT Campus

Jillian Rankins isn’t the first person you’d
expect to find at an agriculture school.
“I don’t have a farm background a t all, I
lived in Eau Claire,” said Rankins, a sopho
more who’d never heard of FFA, the future
farmers group, until she got to college. At the
University of Minnesota’s farm campus in St.
Paul, her studies are in economics and man
agement, not com and cows.
More and more, it’s urban students like
Rankins who are enrolling a t agriculture col
leges. And “ag schools” are welcoming them,
as they reposition themselves in a more
urban world - a world th at needs fewer dairy
farmers and agronomists than before, but still
wants food scientists, landscape architects,
nutritionists and veterinarians.
This fall, enrollment hit a 20-year peak at
the F s ag collège, the highest since student
numbers collapsed during the farm crisis of
the mid-1980s. Yet, in some ways, it’s a differ
ent ag college now.
“The m ajority of our students come
from the metropolitan area, and years ago
it was probably a rural kids’ college,” said
Charles Muscoplat, dean of the U s College
of Agriculture, Food and Environmental
Sciences. One big reason they come: “There’s
a lot of opportunities” across the sprawling
food chain, and beyond.
- ’ One of four Minnesota jobs are in food and
agriculture-related industries, according to
the Minnesota Agri-Growth Council.
“Agriculture is high tech. It’s got great
careers, but they’re not on tractors ” Muscoplat
said. “Some of the more traditional audiences
have been critical of me for saying that, but
the kids don’t go back to the farm. They work
in high-tech jobs. They’re people d esigning a
product th at lowers your cholesterol. They’re

scientists who work on embryo transfers.
They’re developing grass th at is tougher for
an athletic field.”
Animal science remains on the curricu
lum, but there’s less emphasis on cattle and
hogs, more on pets and biotechnology. There’s
less emphasis on breeding com, and more on
environmental science.
“Thè m arketplace has changed,”
Muscoplat said.
At North Dakota State University, where
40 percent of the student body bails from
Minnesota, the new world is evident in its
two-year-old Sports Turf and Management
program, and a three-year-old horse pro
gram called Equine Science. Ag enrollment
has risen in five years from roughly 850
students to 1,273 this fall.
“The trend is up, if colleges are willing to
change their focus, willing to do a bit more
reaching out to areas students are interested
in,” said Ken Grafton, dean of NDSUs ag col
lege.
But are there jobs?
“Something like 98 percent of our stu
dents have two or more job offers by the time
they graduate,” Grafton said.
While the relentless decline of the rural
population has forced ag schools to reori
ent, today there also seems to be a broader
appreciation for the career opportunities in
the food and farm sector.
At Mankato’s South Central College, a
two-year community and technical school,
instructor Brad Schloesser sees an optimism
about ag careers that was missing diming
the 1980s farm crisis.
“When I was teaching 20 years ago,
young people growing up in rural Minnesota
weren’t getting much encouragement (to
study agriculture),” Schloesser said. “The
conditions were so dire, a lot of moms and
SEE ‘FARM’ ON P. 9
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Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

As hard as it is to believe, it is possible,
although not very probable, to not be in the
mood for sex. Women equate sex wiuth
their emotions, while us men t h in k of
sex as pleasure. You can never not
be in the mood for pleasure right,
but if your girl is going through some
drama, she may not want to roll in the
hay.
That being said, if this has been
going on for a month or longer,
there could be other factors to
your girl’s mood, or lack of
it.
First consider if you’ve
been going through the same
motions of seduction th at you
went through in the beg in n in g
of the relationship. If you
aren’t trying to woo her in
the same
she could
getting the
sion th at you are taking
her and the sex for grant
ed.
Try taking her out, or
doing som ething th at
would make her feel spe
cial. Buying flowers or
making d in n e r could go
a long way to m a k in g her
Want to have sex with
you.
Giving her extra kisses,

and extra carresses, will make her feel sexy
Jessica H avery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
and comfortable with giving herself to you
over and over again. You can’t expect her to
be ready and willing whenever you are. Take
This may be news to the male species,
her into the process slowly, and.it should yield but it is possible for someone to not be in
better results.
the mood for sex. I find th at you men seem
Another problem could be to think th at girlfriends are your own per
that you aren’t satisfying her. I sonal sex factory a little too often. Realize
know it may be a tough tru th to it or not, females serve other purposes.
swallow. If she has stopped hav We are students, mothers, employees
ing sex with you, it could mean and friends on top of being your
th at she’s ju st tired of being disap girlfriend, so don’t hold it against
pointed. Adding new things to your us if we aren’t in the mood every
sex life like toys, oils and different night.
positions could make her more of (
You say th at it’s only lately
an interest in sex.
th at she’s been “holding out.”
She may be worried about Has she changed anything else
hurting your feelings by about her life? Maybe she’s
bringing up any sexual taken on extra hours at work
problems. Communication is or her homework has dou
often a big obstacle to over bled recently. Those th in g s
come to have a great sex-life. do come up and, most often,
Try talking to your girlfriend they impact a person’s energy
about what you can do to level, or interest in physical
make
her more into sex more activities. Ask your girl
often.
friend what’s going on in
The fined reason th at her mood has her life. It’s possible that
changed could be th at she is cheating on you her lack of interest has
nothing
and your sex has been replaced with someone to do with you.
elses. It’s almost impossible to know for sure
It’s also possible th at the heat has fizzled
if this is the case, but it’s definitely a possibil a little bit, because you say you’ve been with
ity. Remember th at nien want sex as much as each other for a while. Next time you’re in
men, we ju st advertise it more.
the mood, don’t ju st tap her on. the shoulder
You have a right to sex with your girl and expect her to open up for business. Make
friend. You aren’t allowed to do it with an extra effort to do something nice for her. A
anyone else, you should be able to get it from home cooked dinner or a backrub after she’s
your girlfriend. If this problem persists, it had a long day at work will help her relax,
will cause big problems for the relationship.
remind her th at you care about her as a per-

......

w i t ..........

son and, potentially, pave the road for some
booty.
If you make a heartfelt attem pt and she
still refuses you, consider how important
sex really is right now. Do you love sex more
than your girlfriend? Do you love it enough to
risk losing the relationship based on greedy
desires and impatience?
I’m not asking you to
settle into an absti
nent life forever.
Ju st be patient
with your girl
friend and see
where th at
takes you.
Keep in
mind, if you
a r e n ’t
patient,
y o u r
actions could
backfire. Picking
fights and con
stantly bugging your girlfriend about
the issue will only make her believe
th at you’re with her for one reason.
If you’re patient, caring and honest,
she’ll let you know when she’s ready.
She’ll appreciate you more for h a n d lin g
the situation in a m ature way.

If you have any relationship ques
tions that you want answered
please send them to our experts at
M SUfeature@gmail.com.
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Find out.
SGA Appropriations Meeting - Wed., 1pm, SC Annex, Rm. 106
SGA General Meeting - Wed., 3pm, SC 4th Fir., Rm. 411-413
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High Priced Gourmet Becoming a New Trend
G uy Boulton
KRT Campus

There are candy apples, and then there
are Gourmet Pecan Turtle Caramel Apples
with Dark Belgian Chocolate.
Both are apples on a stick But one sells
for $14 each.
The pricier version of the two, though,
can attract national attention _ and, as
Amy’s Candy Kitchen in Cedarburg, Wis.,
has shown, ring up sales from customers
throughout the country.
In October, Amy’s Candy Kitchen’s apples
were given the top rating in a weekly feature
called “Catalog Critic” in The Wall Street
Journal’s popular Friday edition. The result:
orders for about 2,000 apples, and $22,000 in
additional sales.
The small chocolate shop also has been
featured on the Food Network But from the
day it opened its doors in 1996, Amy’s Candy
Kitchen tried to 'set itself apart by focusing
on the high end of the market.
“You couldn’t ju st open another candy
shop and think you would thrive,” says John
Lillegren, the store’s co-founder.
The business bought its chocolate, for
example, from Belgium, which has strict
purity laws for its chocolate manufacturers
and is known in Europe for its chocolate.
“We knew there wasn’t anything like it in
the area,” Lillegren said.
The shop also caught the trend in gour
met and premium food th at can be seen in
coffee, ice cream, bread, cheese and even
potato chips.
From 2000 through 2004, U.S. retail sales
of gourmet and premium foods grew from

'an estimated $29.4 billion to $41.3 billion,
according to Packaged Facts, a division of
MarketReserach.com Inc.
Products such as a Gourmet Dark Belgian
Chocolate Dunked Caramel Apple _ costing
$13 each _ fall into th at category.
Amy’s Candy Kitchen, though, makes its
own caramel from scratch, in old-fashioned
kettles, with no hydrogenated oils or preser
vatives. The result, Lilligren said, is a cara
mel that is lighter and less sticky.
The apples come from New Zealand, Chile,
California and Washington, depending on the
season. The shop uses only Granny Smith
apples, which have a tartness that offsets
the sweetness of the caramel and chocolate,
Lillegren said. The apples also are hardy, so
their cell structure doesn’t break down when
dipped in hot caramel.
Caramel apples aren’t the store’s biggest
seller.
Toffee, turtles and fudge also sell well. But
the shop’s apples are what impressed the crit
ics at The Wall Street Journal. That said, the
national publicity is less of a windfall than
might be expected.
Although any small business would wel
come more than $20,000 in additional sales,
that’s only a bit more than a large corporate
order will generate.
When Amy’s Candy Kitchen was featured
on the Food Network last year, the sales spike
was bigger.
“People see th at stuff on television and it
makes their mouth water,” Lillegren said.
Sales a t the Elegant Farmer in Mukwonago,
Wis., also briefly jumped this year when its
apple pies were given the top rating in the
same feature in The Wall Street Journal.
“We had folks calling from all over the
country,” said John Bauer, a store director.

He estimates th at the Elegant Farmer
sold several hundred apple pies ^ a fair
amount of business, given th at the pies sell
for $50 to $70 each when shipped _ but not a
huge chunk of business.
Elegant Farmer’s apple pies are shipped
frozen, a more involved process than shipping
caramel apples.
Online sales through the candy shop’s Web
site, www.amyscandykitchen.com, account for
about 25 percent of Amy’s Candy Kitchen’s
revenue.
It also suggests th at the store could find
the same success in other markets. Lillegren

W

would not disclose Amy’s Candy Kitchen’s
sales but said they were less than $1 million.
But he is considering opening a second store
or franchising.
This wasn’t the original plan. When the
store opened, the goal was to have a low-key
and relaxed lifestyle.
“Show up in the morning and make your
little chocolates and go home,” he said.
It didn’t work out th at way.
“When all of a sudden it blows up, what do
you do?” Lillegren asked. “You have to go with
it.”
'
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MSU’s Career Fair Connects Students With Employers
Salary Is Important, But Does T he Company Offer A 401(k)?
A lex W olff
A ssistant Feature Editor

ontclair State University hosted its
semi- annual career fair this past
Monday in the student center ball
room. The event was organized by the Career
Developement Center in conjuction with the
Studnet Alumni Association.
“The employer tu rn out was great, we had
54 employers show up. I cannot say the same
about the student tu rn out though, but we
are looking forward to the spring career fair,”

M

said .Suzanne Gelardi, Interim Employer
Realtions Coordinatior.
The career gave MSU students the oppor
tunity to meet with recruiters from various
companies, large and small. Job decriptions
were explained, location and travel discussed
and salaries and benefits negotiated.
Salaiy is often the most important factor
of a career decision. The common phrase, my
job stinks, but the money is good, is uttered
by many recent grads.
However, salary should not be the only
type of compensation taken into consider

Immediate Decision Day
for College Seniors
W hether you’re thinking of enrolling in graduate
school in spring, summer or fall of 2006, it’s never
too early to begin the process.
T h e R o ck lan d G raduate C am pus o f
L on g Islan d U n iv e r sity is h o stin g

ation when choosing a career. Gelardi sug
gests students “inquire about employee benifits packages,” before signing on. The 401(k),
is a plan offered by most employers, but what
is it and why should it influence your decsision.
The 401(k) plan is the most popular
employer sponsored retirem ent plan. The
two features that make the 401(k) plan stand
out. First the amount you can contribute
and second, the employer contributions. The
first feature allows employees to contribute
a percentage of pretax dollars from their
paycheck into a retirem ent fund which grows
tax-free.
The percentage you can contribute
depends on your company’s limits and the
yearly federal mandated maximum contri
bution laws. Currently, for the year 2005, the
federal government allows contributions up
to $14,000 of gross income. Employers also
have their own regulations.
For example, your employer may only
perm it employees to contribute up to 7
percent or 10 percent of their salary. The
general rule of thumb is to determine what
your employer allows, then take a look at the
yearly contributions allowed by the govem-

ment.
The second sexy feature of the 401(k) is
the employer contributions. This is the most
exciting aspect. Employers contribute up to
a certain percentage of the money you con
tribute. Most employers match 50 percent of
your contribution and some even match 100
percent. If your employer does match your
401(k) contributions, this is free money and
you cannot afford to pass this up. All money in
a 401(k) is tax-deductible and grows tax-free
until withdrawal.
The company’s 401(k) plan must influence
your decision because it will start you off
on the right foot. A solid 401(k) plan is one
of the comer stones to retirem ent planning.
Besides making a large salary a person th at
wants to make millions can do so through a
concrete401(k) with employee contributions.
If you happened to miss MSUs career fanon Monday there is another one coming up in
April.
Except this time pay attention to other
types of compensation besides salary like
401(k) plans, pension plans and medical ben
efits. Make sure to bring tons of resumes, a
pleasant attitude and do not forget to dress to
impress.

Immediate Decision Day
Thursday, December 1, 2005 • 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Graduate Admissions Office
We offer graduate degrees in:

• Teacher Education • Health Administration (M.P.A.)
• Pharmaceutics • Educational Administration • School Counseling
• Mental Health Counseling • Business Administration (M.B.A.)
Our campus offers academic achievement based scholarships
and small classes.
What to bring:

• Copy of your unofficial college transcripts
• $30 check for the application fee
A dm issions can advise you on the spot whether yo u 'll be accepted, and w ill retain your
application u n til you're ready to enroll — in the spring, sum m er or fa ll 2006 sem ester.

ROCKLAND GRADUATE
CAMPUS
L o n g I s ia n d
UNIVERSI1

70 Route 340 (off Rt. 303) • Orangeburg, NY
845-634-7200 Ext. 5403 • rockland@liu.edu • www.liu.edu/rockland

Maralyn Klnch I Career Develpement

The career fair hosted at MSU on Moday was a huge success with over 50 employers
attending. This was the biggest turn out of employers ever to show up at a career fa ir .

FARM
CONTINUED FROM B 3

dads said, 'Don’t even consider agri
culture as a career.’ You don’t see
th at much anymore.”
Across the vast M innesota-State
College and University system,
ag student numbers are miked.
Enrollment in ag programs has
fallen since 2001, in part because of
budget cuts, though the number of
ag graduates is up, officials say.
But enrolling in an ag program has
also given him the sort of communi
ty he never had attending Hastings
High School: other students with a
shared farm background and inter
ests.
That sense of community is attrac
tive to city kids as well. At the U,
Rankins likes th at the St. Paul
campus seems “conducive to people
who are farmers, and who are not;
who have rural backgrounds, and
who don’t.”

460 Bloomfield Ave.
973-509-0083

www.divisioneast.com

NOWBIGGER
ANDBITTER
IN
SKATEBOARDS
‘ SNOWBOARDS
‘ LIMITED EDITION
SNEAKERS
‘ FINEST SELECTION

OF APPAREL FOR MEN,
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN!

MONTCLAIR STATE’S VERY OWN
Jersey Drive

Photo: Nick Ceglia
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The Doctor Tells Us What Women Want
Rob Gilbert, Ph.D.
Departm ent o f Excercise Science and Physical
Education

Once upon a time, there was a young
woman who had two boyfriends, Bill and
Charlie. Both of them were madly in love
with- her. Every Friday night, she would go
out with Bill and every Saturday night she
had a date with Charlie.
This young woman knew that one day
she would m arry either Bill or Charlie, but
she was in no rush to take the next step. One
weekend, everything abruptly changed.
It started on Friday when she was
having dinner with Bill. Right before
dessert, Bill proposed to her. The
woman was so startled that all
she could say was, “Let me think
about it.” Bill was so disap
pointed th at he took her home
immediately.
Saturday night, she had
her usual date with Charlie.
Right after dessert, Charlie
proposed. She was so startied
th at all she could say was “Let me think
about it.” Charlie was so disappointed th at he
took her home immediately.
Later th at night, the woman realized that
she had to make the biggest decision of her
life. Suddenly, the only person who could
help her magically appeared—her Fairy
Godmother.
The young woman explained her dilem
ma and asked the Fairy Godmother if she
could help. “Of course I can help,” the Fairy
Godmother said. “Here’s what you have to do.
Get a sheet of paper and a pen. Next, figure
out the one thing you love most about being

with Bill and write it down. Then, figure out
the one thing you love most about being with
Charlie and write it down. Then read what
you wrote about Bill, and read what you
wrote about Charlie, close your eyes, and the
name of your future husband will magically
pop into your mind.”
The woman did exactly what her Fairy
Godmother said. When she closed her eyes,
the name “Charlie” popped into , her mind.
The woman was ecstatic! She realized that
Chaflie was the right choice.
Just then her Fairy Godmother reap
peared and asked, “Did my magic
work?”
“Oh, it worked like a
charm and I discovered
that Fm going to marry
Charlie.”
The Fairy Godmother
wanted to know what she
had written about Bill.
“When Fm with Bill, he
makes me feel like he is the most
wonderful person in the whole world.” The
Fairy Godmother was confused. “I don’t
understand,” she said. “You wrote that when
you’re with Bill, you feel like he’s the most
wonderful person in the whole world, So why
are you going to marry Charlie?”
“Oh, th at’s easy,” the woman replied..
“When Fm with Charlie, he makes me feel
like I AM the most wonderful person in the
whole world.”
Do you need to get motivated'? Call Dr. G ilbert’s
Success Hotline at (973) 743-4690. Recorded mes
sages are available 24/7/365. N ew messages every
morning at 7:30.

Duygu Atacan I The Montclarlon

Men have been battling each other for the affection of women for a long time. What makes
her choose one man or the other?

A d v a n c e Y o u r C a r e e r w it h a
G r a d u a t e D e g r e e in S p e e c h -L a n g u a g e
P a t h o l o g y f r o m S e t o n H a l l U n iv e r s it y

LAW SCHOOL 101
Secrets to First-Year Success

A t th is free event, join a to p law scholar.

Experience the pressure— and fun—o f a real law class!

Seton Hall’s School of Graduate
Medical Education can help
you achieve professional and
personal goals by linking
advances in research to clinical
practice.
Our graduate program in
Speech-Language Pathology
prepares you to assume
leadership roles in today’s
rapidly evolving healthcare
and educational arenas.

BENEFIT FROM:
• State-of-the-art clinical and
research technology

Wednesday, November 16th
7-9pm
Rutgers University-Busch Campus Student Center
Multi-purpose Room

Assistantships, varied
clinical placements, career
advisement

Guest Speaker: Kip Cornwell
Yale Law Graduate
Seton Hall Law School Professor
Co-Sponsored by Rutgers Pre-Law Society and Kaplan

Suburban location just
14 miles from New York City

Space is limited! To register, visit us online at
k ap te st.co m /la w or ca ll 1-800-KAP-TEST.

To learn more, call
(973) 275-2825 or visit
gradmeded.shu.edu/prog_master_
speech_language_pathdlogy. htm

Sc h o o l o f G r a d u a t e
M e d ic a l E d iic a f ío n
S E T O N H A L L U N IV E R S IT Y

400 South O range Avenue
South O range, New Jersey 07079 • www.shu.edu

Attendees earn
a chance to win
a free law school
prep program— ■ummatootiP
valued at more
than $1,500!

?mfí

Test Prep and Admissions

SL

â a t a l & e n te r ta in m e n t
Œp üonfclarton
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W hen L ife Just Isn’t Long Enough
MSU Students Present Thought-Provoking Theater
Jessica H avery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

There’s No
Escaping
Aniston

The S hado w Box
Presented by Players
Dir Vin Bersrdi j

★

★

★

★

Take your watch off and stop counting the
minutes. Instead, count the memories you’ve
made, the things you’ve done and the rela
tionships you’ve had. It is the way we spend
our time on this earth th at people dwell on
when they’re knocking at death’s door. It is
this way th at the characters in The Shadow
Box reflect on their lives and attem pt to
enjoy what’s left of it after being diagnosed
with an early death.
In Players’ most recent production, The
Shadow Box, three families deal with death,
in very different ways, after learning th at a
loved one won’t be with them much longer.
The first, and most conventional, family
is Joe’s. Joe, played by Philip Casale, is a
family man whose wife, Maggie, played by
Leah Kroinenacker, refuses to acknowledge
his impending death. While Joe has a very
clear sense of his reality, Maggie treats the
situation as if it doesn’t exist to the point
where she neglects to tell their son about his
father’s health condition.

courtesy of people.com

Jessica Havery I The Montclarlon

Beverly (right, Francesca Libretti), in her drunken state, attempts to console Mark
(Michael Presario) after learning that a mutual loved one has been diagnosed with a
terminal illness.

The second family consists of Brian, played
by Scott Cagney, his live-in boyfriend Mark,
played by Michael Presario, and his wild exwife Beverly, played by Francesca Libretti.
Brian has not only accepted his death as inevi
table, but he embraces the time he has left and
makes a genuine attem pt to make the best of
it.
Agnes and Felicity, a mother-daughter duo
played by Tina Connolly and Kamilah Holtz,
make up the third family. Holtz’s character,

Felicity, has been diagnosed with a
term inal illness and has only Agnes to
care for her. Felicity, who is also blind
and wheelchair bound, is the most bit
ter about her condition and takes th at
anger out on Agnes, who seems she
could be nearing her mental breaking
point throughout the entire course of
the play.
SEE ‘LIFE’ ON P. 12

Ho Ho Holiday Movie Releases
A Sneak Peek A t Some Stress-Free Holiday Fun
Jessica H avery & Peter Schaus
• A rts & Entertainm ent Editors

More than halfway into the fell semester,
I expect many of us are looking forward to
large spreads of food, the Thanksgiving Day
football games and, of course, a few holiday
flicks between bites.
To save you some time th at could be
directed towards more im portant things, like
sleep, here’s a peek a t what to see or skip this
holiday season.
H arrv Potter and th e Goblet of Fire
The Details: W hat doesn’t happen in
the newest installm ent of this box-office
hit? Hogwarts has a lot in store for H arry
and his friends. Not only will the group
experience the Quidditch World Cup and
the TriWizard Tournament, but they’ll also
experience puberty. Don’t you wanna see
whether H arry wins the tournam ent, or if
Ron and Hermione fell in love?
Who’s Who: Daniel Radcliffe, Emma
Watson, Rupert Grint, Ralph Fiennes, Gary
Oldman and Alan Rickman.
And Another Thing: Directors add a new
level of scary, pushing the film into PG-13
territory.
Must-See Rating: 6 (out of 5)

courtesy of movies.com

Another year at Hogwarts bring more adventure for Harry and his friends. This year,
Harry will experience new challenges the will change his life and those around him.

Adrien Brody, Andy Serkis and Thomas
Kretschmann.
And Another Thing: While Jackson does
rework the original to his own liking, he, of
course, decides to keep the scene where King
Kong grabs the girl and climbs the Empire
State Building.
Must-See Rating: 4 (out of 5)

K in g K o n g

The Details: Who hasn’t heard the stpry of
the gigantic ape discovered on Skull Island?
In Peter Jackson’s recreation of the 1933
original a filmmaker finds and manages to
capture and transport the overgrown ape to
New York City. That’s ju st beginning of the
action-packed film.
Who’s Who: Naomi Watts, Jack Black,

courtesy of m ovies.com

Peter Jackson tackles this classic in a CGIpacked action movie the brings King Kong to
life.

Rumor H as Tt,
The Details: In Jennifer Aniston’s
second movie since the famous Friends
finale, her character discovers her fam
ily may not be as normal as it seems.
After taking her fiance home for her
sister’s wedding, Aniston begins to
think her family has come straight out
of The Graduate.
Who’s Who: Jennifer Aniston, Kevin
Costner, Shirley MacLaine and Mark
Ruffelo.
And Another Thing: Costner’s char
acter beds three generations of women
in Aniston’s family. How’s th at for
entertainm ent?
Must-See Rating: 3.5 (out of 5)
Fun W ith Dick and Jane
The Details: Jim Carrey returns to his
SEE ‘MOVIES’ ON P. 14

Jessica Suico
A ssistant A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK: JENNIFER ANISTON

vyww.themorrtclarion.o

I am absolutely sick and tired of
Jennifer Aniston. It is impossible to
escape from seeing her ugly face on
every magazine cover and television
show. With her new movie out, there is
a whole new wave of Aniston th at people
like myself can’t seem to escape.
In her new thriller, Derailed, Aniston
plays the lover of co-star Clive Owen.
It’s a predictable movie. Critics have
said her on-screen chemistry with Owen
was terrible, showing no sparks between
them at all. Publications call the movie
terrible things like “flaccid” and are
dismissing it as a dud.
But during press ju n k its, the
Associated Press isn’t interested in
her thoughts about the role or her fel
low stars. The only thing they ask of
Aniston is her perspective on Brad and
Angelina’s relationship and the status
of her and Vince Vaughn’s relationship.
Her life is perhaps the only thing th at
people seem to be interested in and it’s
pathetic.
Even Larry King can’t get enough
of Aniston and her personal life. Just
recently, during a taping of his show,
King did what every other person tried
to do: pry about Aniston’s relationship
with her former co-star Vince Vaughn.
“Vince Vaughn, I love him,” is how
King started this p art ofHie interview.
Aniston responded with a bashful, “Oh
God.”
When King persisted, Aniston coldly
responded, “I’m not talking about it.”
It’s surprising people haven’t come to
call her a tease. All she does is dodge,
dodge, dodge, but people keep trying, to
see who will be the first one to get her
to crack. The only way the media will
get any sort of emotion from her frozen
heart will to crash her car like every
other celebrity. Then the frigid A niston
will be forced to show emotion: anger.
In a recent interview with Newsweek
magazine, Aniston whines about how
she has been unfairly pegged as a crier
since her split with Pitt. At her first
interview with Vanity Fair after she and
Brad P itt seperated, Aniston reportedly
broke down into tears. Aniston says,
“I had One moment when I got very
emotional...It happened for a second and
then it was over.”
The media is anxiously awaiting the
moment she breaks down once more, but
because Aniston plays the .role of the
clammed-up ice princess so very well,
it has earned her this week’s spot as
Entertainer of the Week.
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Though it seems th at the three families
only have death in common, th at couldn’t be
further from the truth. Each member of the
production’s cast experiences a wide range of
sim ilar feelings while adapting to the morbid
news th at has infected their fam ilie s. And
while the emotional reactions vary from
character to character, they all have a very
clear perception of time and how valuable it
is.
In an especially emotional scene, Maggie
pleads for her husband to come back home
to his family, rather than live and die alone.
Kromenacker, who did a good job in the role
of the worry-wart mother, portrayed the per
fect balance of sadness and desperation that
one might expect someone in her situation to
display.

Maggie is not alone when she takes the
emotional plunge into the deep end. Agnes
and Mark, though in different family situa
tions, seem to experience the same eruption
of emotion th at they’d both been attem pting
to mask.
Mark’s character started off as very quiet
and reserved. His interaction with Brian and
Beverly clearly shows how little he appreci
ates Brian’s joking attitude towards life and
death.
Throughout the entire first act, Presario
played a strong character who actually
pulled off the façade of not being emotionally
Jessica Havery I The Montclarlon
impacted by his boyfriend’s illness.
Leah Kromenacker plays Maggie, a wife who refuses to acknowledge the impending death
Towards the end, his character verbalizes of her husband, Joe, played by Philip Casale.
the importance of their relationship and the
toll Brian’s illness has taken on him. It was moving to see Presario transform from the length of the play as a timid, submissive
stonewall th at he was, to a broken mess in daughter, Agnes finally allows herself to
need of comfort himself.
speak the unthinkable. She wants her moth
One of the more inciteful lines in the play er to die. She wants her mother to stop com
came from Beverly in her attem pt to console paring her to her deceased sister, Claire. She
Mark. Between sips of her vodka, she slurred wants her freedom back.
out, “He’s dying; I’m drunk and you’re pissed
Connolly’s loud, outspoken rant contained
off.”
ju st enough frustration and anger toward
In just eight words, Beverly su m s up the her sister, for leaving their family, and her
entire meaning of this play for me. The fact mother, for loving Claire more.
th at she and Mark are both experiencing
The Shadow Box is one of the best per
such different reactions to Brian’s condition, formances I’ve seen come out of the Player’s
while Brian is simply attem pting to hold onto Theater for quite some time. A combina
and appreciate the time he has left, says tion of a superb script, w ritten by Michael
something.
Cristofer, obvious preparedness on behalf of
While Brian’s loved ones are bitter and every cast member and the creative direction
angry about his reality, they don’t under of Vin Berardi came together quite well.
stand the importance of time the way that
Not only was I entertained by the humor
he does. The exchange of such emotional of Libretti and Cagney’s characters and
thoughts between Beverly and Mark made amazed at how well Holtz played the delu
me think about how short life actually is.
sional mother, bitter about everything under
Almost simultaneously, on the other side the sun, but the depth of the play’s subject
Jessica Havery I The Montclarlon of the set, Agnes experiences her own emo leaving much to be discussed after the con
Beverly uses scotch to help her. cope, in a very humorous way, with the announcement that
tional revolution. While she spent a great clusion.
her ex-husband has been diagnosed with a terminal illness.

N J W ater W atch
T h a n k s ev er y o n e w h o c a m e o u t a n d s u p p o r t e d t h is

SEMESTER’S RIVER CLEAN-UPS!

To get involved or learn more about NJCWW,
check us out at http: / / groups.myspace.com/msuwaterwatch

N e w Jersey C om m unity W ater W atch is a C lass in organization o f the SG A

www.themontclarion.org
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Audience Left Hypnotized At Rascal’s

ARTS
Calendar

Siegfried Meets Seinfeld in Entertaining New Club Act

M o v ie Releases

Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

Bloom field. N J
Starring' Rich Guzzi
★

★

★

j

*

i ..........

S

R ascal's C om edy Club

From the moment I stepped foot into
Rascals Comedy Club, located on Bloomfield
Ave. Montclair, I could tell I was going to
have a good time. The walls were covered
with some of comedy’s most known names.
- People like Richard Pryor, Drew Carrey,
Jerry Seinfeld, Jeff Foxworthy and George
Carlin have all performed on the Rascals’
stage, before all of their fame and fortune.
I was escorted to my seat in the stage
area, where fill of the tables were decorated
with candles. The lights were dim, creat
ing a very romantic mood. Each seat in the
comedy club gave the audience a clear, unob
structed view of the stage. With tickets going
for up to $17, we shouldn’t have to worry
about looking around someone’s big head.
The hour and a half show began promptly
at 8:00 p.m. with a headlining hypnotist
named Rich Guzzi. I had seen a few hypno
tist shows before, and I must say th at I felt
it was a tough sell on a crowd th at may have
expected someone or something a little fun
nier. He began the show by asking for volun
teers from the crowd who were willingly to be
hypnotized.
I think the stage was ju st a bit too small

for the act. A few of
the volunteers had to
sit on chairs off the
stage, which made it
tough to see them.
The next problem
with the act, was the
amount of time it took
for Guzzi to really get
the show going. The
first 45 minutes of the
performance involved
minimal laughter.
However,
once
the show got rolling,
Guzzi had middleaged men dueling in
a Chinese rap battle,
women pretending to
courtesy of google.com
be exotic dancers and Unsuspecting club patrons under Guzzi’s twisted suggestion
all of the hypnotized enSa£e ■" Chinese rap battles and sexy public stripteases
participants complain
ing about the smells em itting from people’s reader, knew when I needed another drink.
genitalia!
Efficient and discreet service is always
There were definitely funny parts through im portant at a comedy club. You don’t want
out the show. As a whole, it was OK. I just to miss a punchline because your waitress
would have preferred a stand-up comic. At said something to you at the wrong moment.
certain parts throughout the night’s enter
The menu in the club consisted of simple
tainm ent, I couldn’t help but feel th at some appetizers, which include some of the best
of the volunteers were either faking it, or wings I’ve ever tasted. Their prices are
over exaggerating. It’s impossible to tell for on par with the surrounding pubs in the
sure, and skepticism is always an obstacle for Montclair area, and they sport a full bar.
shows like these.
The entire venue is three levels with a dance
The service at the club was great. Our floor, a smoking bar area and a restaurant.
waitress, Lisa, Walked the fine line of antici Coming to Rascals Comedy Club doesn’t have
pating my needs, and interrupting my enjoy begin or end with one of their shows, it can be
ment of the show. She was never around
when I didn’t need her and, like a mindSEE ‘COMEDY’ ON P. 16

D erailed
M ika e l Hafstrom
Starring Je n n ife r A n isto n and d iv e
O w en

Pride and Prejudice
Dir, Joe W rig h t
Starring K e ira Knightly, Jena M alo n e
■and D onald Sutherland

Album Releases
It & B

P lo e try "
Flo'O logy

Street Resonates Love At Performance

Rock

Life Inspires Boston Rockers To Write Beautiful Music
M ariana Perez
S ta ff W riter

111»

The lights are dim and a crowd has
already gathered. The members take their
place on stage. One last sound check and
then the first chord is struck. H arriet Street
had arrived from Boston, MA to play at the
Loop Lounge in Passaic, NJ.
Shades of yellow, pink and red lights cen
tered on the four on-stage figures. As they
start the show, they immediately captivate
the audience’s attention. W hether people
were there to see them specifically or just
happened to be there, no one could help but
turn their attention on them.
H arriet Street took over the stage.
Brian Cassagnol on lead vocals, guitar and
keyboard. Andrew Morgan on bass, Jeff
Stineback on drum s and Zak Ward on lead
guitar. You could almost feel the music with
them, their music portraying so many emo
tions and you can feel them all. It is what
makes you want to hear what they will play
next.
“The Perfect Ending” is a song off their
debut album, Cold and Comfortable, released
over the summer which starts off with guitar

“Their music
expresses experiences
that everyone could
relate to or at least
interpret.”

Thursday 10
Á erosm íth - C o n tin en tal A rena
A la n Jackson - M ohegan Sun A rena
Brooks & Dunn - Irving Plaza

^
Friday 11
H airspray - N eil Sim on Theater
courtesy of harrietstreetband.com

Lead Singer Brian Cassagnol seranaded audiences wih his beautiful words and-meaningful
messages at the Loop Lounge in Passaic, NJ

and soft drums. And “So how does this start?
I already forget.” The vocalist serenades the
audience with his beautiful words. “So we
parted our ways with a kiss on the cheek.
And I spoke to the skies though I hardly
could speak,” a song w ritten'about losing
someone th at was taken away all too soon.
You wish you would have had more time,
which was not the case. “I wanted to tell you,
but you had gone too far.”
The words are open to interpretation,
but Brian explained, “There’s nothing that
hurts more in this life than t h in k in g about
should-have-been’s, and th a t’s what really
inspired this song. I wrote the song sitting at
the edge of the Atlantic Ocean at [night], I
don’t think you can avoid being overwhelmed
by life when you’re in th at setting.”

Saturday 12
G w en Stefani - M ohegan Su n A re n a

It would be easy_ to say th at their songs
Sunday 13
are all sappy-love songs. But th at is not the SB
K e ith Urban - Irving Plaza
case. Their music expresses experiences that
everyone could relate to or at least interpret.
M onday 14
The Lion K in g - N ew Am sterdam
“Weary Fountain Pen,” is a well-put song
Theater
w ritten when Brian had w riter’s block. But
there are things one wishes to say and just
‘¿Si'
cannot find the words. “Ju st drag my pen
Tuesday 15
around/ and hear the grating sounds/ of all
F id d le r on th e R oof - M in sko ff Theater
my blurring lines/ forming great nothing.”
The song starts off with a soft sound, like
Wednesday 16
a sweet lullaby. Keyboard helps with the
W illie Nelson/Ryan Adam s - Beacon
soothing effect this song has. Then there’s
Theater
an uplifting sound and drums come in. The
Coheed and Cam bria - N okia Theater
guitarist fumbled, but quickly and gracefully Bruce Springsteen - C o n tin en tal A rena
recovered. The song ended with a high sound
SEE ‘STREET’ ON P. 16
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‘MOVIES’
CONTINUED FROM R 1 1

role as America’s favorite funny guy in this
remake of the 1970s comedy. Dick and Jane,
a yuppie couple demoted from their high-pro
file jobs, resort to crime in an attem pt to dig
themselves out of debt.
Whofe Who: Jim Carrey, Tea Leoni and Alec
Baldwin.
And Another Thing: The recreation was
w ritten by Judd Apatow, who also directed
The 40-Year-Old Virgin. Need I say more?
Must-See Bating: 4
Rent
The Details: This Chris Columbus directed
remake of La Beheme could easily be the
next Chicago or Moulin Rouge. The story
covers the lives of New York City artists
struggling to make ends meet when their
roommate-tumedJandlord backs out on his
promise of rent-free housing.
Who’s Who: Rosario Dawson, Taye Diggs,
Jesse M artin and Adam Pascal.
And Another Thing: A music-lover must. If
you’ve seen Rent on Broadway, listened to
the soundtrack or even struggled as a young
adult, this is the movie for you.
Must-See Rating: 3

co u rte sy o f m ovtes.com

Heroin and showstopping production num
bers are foreplay fo r Roger (Adam Pascal)
and Mimi (Rosario Dawson) in the bigscreen adaptation of R ent

Ice H arvest
The Details: A couple of low-life mob associ
ates embezzle $2 million over the holiday
season and skip town while everyone else is.
waiting for Santa.
Who’s Who: Billy Bob Thornton, John Cusack,
Oliver Platt and Connie Nielsen.
And Another Thing: In a very Bad Santamoment, Thornton reclaim s his role as a
dirty scoundrel.
Must-See Rating: 4

Walk the Tine
The Details: The life of Johnny Cash: He
sings incredible songs, gets hooked on drugs
and puts on black clothes. Walk the Line is a
film th at encompasses the life and struggles
of the deceased, Memphis-famed icon.
Who’s Who: Joaquin Phoenix, Reese
Witherspoon, Robert Patrick, Shelby Lynne
and Ginnifer Goodwin.
And Another T hing:'T his isn’t lik e every
other biographical movie about a past musi-

Home Alone
Nestor, the Long-Eared Donkey
H ie Details: Revisit the blockbuster h it th at The Details: W hat would the holidays be
brought Macaulay Culkin to audience’s atten without a healthy dose of seasonal depres
tion and Michael Jackson’s desire.
sion? Have a loving family and successful
Who’s Who: Macaulay Culkin, Joe Pesci and career, but still want to have a true holiday
Daniel Stem .
experience? Look no further than Nestor
And Another Thing: Home Alone makes Whofe Who: Roger Miller and Brenda Vaccaro
excellent fodder for drinking games to contribute their voices to this Claymation
warm you and your friends up on those cold TV-Movie
December nights. You can make up your own And Another Thing: One of the only
rules (perhaps take a swig whenever some Christmas claymation movies th at includes
one says, “Look what you did, you little jerk”) matricide, genetic anomalies, and enough
but make sure to polish off the drink when emotional m anipulation to make Jam ie
you discover the exact moment th at Culkin Foxx’s Oscar speech pale in comparison.
courtesy o f m ovtes.com
has his childhood taken away from him by Nestor the Long-Haired Donkey is a movie
lane and Dick turn the tables on the phone
company by lipping them off.
greedy Hollywood executives:
best enjoyed alone in a darkened room.
r Must-See Rating: 5
Must-See Rating: 5
cal icon. Think Ray. Think Oscar-worthy..
Must-See Rating: 4.5
Go
The Details: Drug dealers are a lot like the
The M atador
U.S. Postal Service. Neither snow, nor rain,
The Details: An aging hit man and a down- nor- heat, nor gloom of night stays these
on-his-luck businessman form an unlikely couriers from the swift completion of their
relationship in Mexico City.
appointed round. The Holidays don’t either
Who’s Who: Pierce Brosnan and Greg as evidenced in this 1999 cult classic about
Kinnear.
the trials and tribulations of a novice dealer
And Another Thing: Why Pierce Brosnan makes a few extra bucks for the Holiday
would allow fans to remember him as a season.
no-name h it man, rather than Jam es Bond Who’s Who: Sarah Polley, Katie Holmes,
is beyond me. Though he’s lowered his stan Scott Wolf (Remember him?) and Jay Mohr
dards of script selection, he parades around And Another Thing: Really wanted an iPod
his hotel lobby in a cowboy hat and a speedo, and your parents got you a Dell DJ? Teach
which is simply hilarious.
them a lesson by putting this movie on dur
Must-See Rating: 2.5
ing Christmas dinner and watch their dis
comfort grow. Go is also notable for one of the
Yours. Mine and O urs
first big-screen appearences of Katie Holmes
The. Details: Two single parents, with a before she started drinking the Electric
total of 18 children between them, develop a Kool-Aid with Tom Cruise and fellow scien
courtesy o f m ovies.com
relationship and elope. Now they ju st have to tologists
Don’t worry, Macaulay. That’s hot Michael
convince their pack of children to accept the Must-See Rating: 5
Jackson peeking in your window. It’s bub
relationship, which won’t be an easy task.
bling burgulars Harry (Joe Pesci) and Marv
(Daniel Stern).
Who’s Who: Dennis Quaid, Rene Russo,
Jerry 0 ’ Connell and Drake Bell.
And Another Thing: Looking for a good birth
control method? Take a date; I’m sure the
NORTH JERSEYFERTILITYASSOCIATES, LLC
thought of 18 children will help ju st about
anyone.
Meric X. Ransom, MD
57 Wftfowbrook Btvd.
Must-See Rating: 2
W byne.Ncw Jersey 07470
W : 973-754-4055
Fox: 973-754-4058
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If Yours, Mine and Ours succeeds at
anything more than a Cheaper by the Dozen
rip-off, it’ll explore the damaging results of
fertility drugs.

Want to join in some holiday cheer but
don’t want to pay an upwards of $10 at the
movies, ju st to sit through a half-hour of com
mercials to watch an unimaginative remake
of an old TV show? Give nostalgia a try, and
rent a classic. If all copies of It’s A Wonderful
Life are out of Blockbuster, take a chance on
these unsuspecting holiday hits.

e sharing your \
on the latest CD,
5vie, or book release?
me a writer for Arts and Entertainment!
Contactless:
9 7 3 : 6 5 5 .5 2 4 1

MSU Arts@gmail.com

E A R N $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0 B Y
COMPLETING ADO NO R CYCLE.
North Jersey Fertility A ssociates, LLC iss seeking egg do
nors o f all ethnic backgrounds betw een 21-32 years o f age.

EGG DONORS HELP GIVE
INFERTILE COUPLES THE
GREATEST CRFT OF LIFE - A CHILD,
Candidates must be N ew Jersey residents. Please send a pho
to including your name, address and day-tim e phone number.

HER C Y C LE, TH EY W ILL B E PAID

$ 7 0 0 0 .0 0
Please contact our office for m ore inform ation on our egg
donation program at 973-754-4055.
A sk to speak to our nursing staff.
nnmmu
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M o v e O v e r, K e lly C la r k s o n !
m
L a st w eek a t Sing-sationalldol, sponsored b y th e O rganization o f Students C reati
E xpression, three stu d en ts were honored w ith th e title o f M SU Idol.
Com ing in th ird place w ith a fabulous rendition o f A licia K eys’ l l A in ’t G ot You,”w,
Irm ingard M ayer (left).
In second place was G reek Council P resident K yle M cCarthy, bringing an inventr
tw ist to th e evening w ith th e Broadway show -stopper uHome.*
A n d finally, w inning th e honor o f M SU Sing-Sational Idol was Stephanie W hite. H
W jfirst perform ance o f C hristina A guilera’s “B eautiful” w arm ed the crowd up to ju s t ho

sm

|talented she was, b u t h e r second perform ance m ade h er th e obvious choice. W hite beltec
a rousing version o f “Lady M armalade,” also by A guilera, had th e judges, K evin Fazio
W aldia Jean and Jerem y Slagle (below) locking for th e real-life A guilera.

mm

«*sr

R ig h t n ex t to A & P on Valley R o a d !
le k m r s 3 * 5 6 w i

i © F ull Training
*
| © C ertification

.

© Guaranteed U nlim ited / Lifetim e
Job Placement Service
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NoTtobe combinedwift any othei offer. Expires 10/05/05j
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55 OFF J

PURCHASE O F $30 O R M O RE I
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V ideo Gam e Review
Siren: No Weapons, No Where To Run
Jessica Sproviero
A ssistant Grapipcs Editor

S ire n
Dir. Keitduro Toyama
E5RB. M ature
Players: f

★

★ ★

Welcome to the town of Hanuda: seclud
ed, peaceful and overrun w ith zombies
(Shibito).
The game takes place over a three-day
span during which you use about 10 char
acters with the occasional burdensome com
panion. The 80 missions in the game are hot
presented in a linear structure making the
story more interesting, yet slow.
The game play was intended to bring new
innovations to the Survival Horror genre,
but falls short, sadly. The in-game menu is
basic, but allows you to restart your mission
at any time. There áre far too many prompts
where an action key would be more appro
priate. Your first mission is to find a set of
car keys, pick them up, go to the truck, put
the keys in the door, open the door, get into
the truck, put the keys in the ignition and
finally drive 10 feet. Anyway, I’m sure you
see the monotonous pattern and the solution,
a simple action button, is needed.
Sightjacking is a nice, new feature. You
Flatform:PS2

have the psychic ability to see through the
eyes of, not only your enemies, but also your
allies. I’ve seen this in other games, but
never as part of the actual strategy. This
is a necessary technique for survival. The
map provided does not show your location,
or th at of the Shibito, only landm arks which
you want to look for while sightjacking. The
Shibito have very set behavior patterns that
you can also study
At the beginning of every mission you
will want to learn as much about the Shibito
as possible. Sneaking past the near-sighted,
and partially deaf denizens is key. Unlike
other games, such as Resident Evil or Eternal
Darkness, you will not want to run. Stealth
is the difference between life and death
because you will rarely have any weapons to
defend yourself. That’s right: no weapons,
health m eter or items to find for healing.
Only standing in the rain will replenish
health if you don’t mind standing in plain
sight.
Siren is one of the most bleak, color-muted
games I’ve seen. The ‘red water1th at trans
formed the town is only intensified by the
subdued landscape. Trees and a blanket of
relentless fog surround the town disabling
any hopes of seeing far into the distance.
Most of the game takes place in darkness
because light draws Shibito like moths. The
character designs are very simple- modem
clothing coupled with bad haircuts. While

Genre: Survival Horror

Publisher: SCE

the characters had a full range of facial
expressions and realistic motion they looked
flat or painted. But I have no problem with
this; It gives an artistic touch to the indi
vidual and leaves the player with an unset
tling feeling when they come across a pallid,
lurking Shibito covered in blood.
The soundtrack in the game is one of its
most redeeming points. Set in almost utter
silence the sound of distant footsteps or the
occasional .music will leave you unnerved.
Conversely, the voice acting is almost impos
sible to get through. Siren was released in
England before it came stateside and they
decided not to re-dub it. Heavy London
accents are not only inappropriate but almost
comical. This is one of those rare games
th at should leave the dialogue in Japanese.
I would gladly read an excess of subtitles to
keep with the mood of the game.
Overall, the game is frightening and
Keiichiro Toyama, the director of Silent Hill,
deserves credit for trying to breath new life
into Survived Horror. You will have to take
breaks between missions due to the amount
of emotional energy put into escaping Shibito.
Nevertheless, it’s not the game it could have
been. Comers were cut with voice acting and
the basic controls were clunky. The sheer
number of missions and characters will keep
me coming back to the game, but let’s hope
Siren 2 will make the necessary improve
ments.
US Release Date: 4.20.05

Current Price: $23.99

STREET
CONTINUED FROM B 1 3

and strong vocals.
I had seen H arriet Street play once before
over the summer. This time they were just
as amazing as the last. They were happy to
introduce the lead guitarist, the most reccent
addition to the group, Zak Ward. It definitely
showed th at he was a great addition to the
band.
They are all very talented musicians.
They are good with their sound and as per
formers. They play with their hearts and
souls and it shows on stage. I think it’s what
captures their audience. They play and they
enjoy, their own music. They are enthusiastic
on stage and when you watch you are not just
listening, but you become a part of their story
as well.
After their set, I spoke with the band and,
being th at they traveled by car hundreds of
miles to be in New Jersey, I was curious as

to why traveled th at distance all the way
out here. Brian answered, “We have about
10 cities we’re focusing on and just trying
to play as much as possible ... and northern
NJ happens to be included. We’ve actually
really loved the shows we’ve played [in New
Jersey], so we’ll keep coming back.”
I think by the positive responses they got
they are definitely forming their fan base in
New Jersey. I think once you attend a show,
you can see th at they hold a lot of potential.
Even people who have heard them for the
first time th at night could not help but ask,
“Who is th at band on stage?” Brian added,
“Every time we’ve played in New Jersey,
there’s ju st been an incredible energy and
attention from the crowd. We try to put all of
ourselves into each performance and it’s just
a great feeling to get back everything we’re
giving out on stage.”

They P la y 'E m , You S i n g 'E m .
Come Down W ith Frien ds A nd Front A Groat

LIVE

B A N D

SUPER KARAOKE
FUN TIME BAND

COMEDY

E V E R Y TH U R S D A Y 11pm • NO C O V E R

CONTINUED FROM P 1 3

c h o o s e a tu n e F ro m a r t is t s s u c h a s :

an all night party.
The club has been a launching pad for
some of the greatest comedians of our time,
and each time you go to one of their shows,
which begin on Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. and
end on Sunday’s show at 8:00 p.m., you
could be watching the next big thing to hit
America’s silver and blue screens.

If you’re looking for something different to
do, or an excellent place to bring a date th at’s
only a bus-ride away, you can’t go wrong with
Rascal’s Comedy Club. But before you go and
buy tickets, check www.rascals.com, and see
who’s headlining. If you go to one of their
comedy shows, you’re almost guaranteed to
have a good time.

blondie, cheap trick, joan jett, ramones, led zepplin,
madonna, bowie, u2, go go's, elvis costello, beatles, abba,
stray cats, sex pistols, kiss, beastie boys, ac/dc, lou reed,
iggy pop, johnny cash, pat benatar and many more.
for the fu ll song list go to: www.OtisBall.com
J u s t lO

m in u t e s fr o m c a m p u s - e a s y o f f r t . 3
go to o u r w e b s ite f o r d ir e c t io n s
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f Buffdo Wings
Sewedw ill relayandMai cheese
5k -425 iw fe-S.95 Eighteen-9.75
50ftece^3y-2i00 100PieeeTray-45.00

S1ARTERS&S0UP5
£ TheBest French Fries 2.75
Withcheese-125

CrispyW ife dips cowedwft chi, cheese,
dfeedtomatoesjabpenosandonions- 535

PotatoSkins-535
Jaiqpein Poppers-435
JumboBafteredOnion Rings-125
Mazzareia Sfidcs-4.50
HummusWA Pita Points-175

C hicken Q u e so d ia s

Baba ganoudh With Pita Points 425

C htdcen R nqers
nil
cf^OS0il

wifehone;mustardsauce-625

ModhoNadbos

lire roasted dikken, mozzarella Cheese, jaiaperio
pepper and sauteed mushrooms - 650

FreshSoupsDoily
24az.-4.75 16az.-325

GOURMETSALADS
Caesar Sdad
Cnspronainelettuce,anoten*tossed
too r specialCaesartossing.
Seguiar 7.95 Ha«Portion-5.95
Sdad
Js±
bleudieese sfcedegg,tematoimushrooriiSy

Fresh

Gried dúfeen wife grilled pineapple, peanuts,

marinatedaridnfe heartsandcrotfons.
Reguiar-735 EM Podan-5.®

¡raoga^

Greek Salad
' £j^5i8B^sffildl5HSifedtees^

-II— ».¡-e

Ti

i1i •tm á a m

kaamatac fe axumbens, tomatoesand
stuBedgrapelearnstossedioourgpeefcdressing.
Regprfar-7j95 M Portion-5.95
M ixed Seasonal
Greens House Sdad
-53$ Ha«Portion-335

T D a y sa W eek !

__Daft
n m tm

We accept a l major credit cards!
mm

MOM’SWRAPS&FANNS

BURGERBUNCH

Griied Veggie Wrap

Our 9ouncechaérofed burgas are served
on atoastedsesamebun, lettuce,tomato, j
coleslawandpkide included.
TurkeyorVeggieBirger alsoavailable.
Add fe to any oftoebelow-2.00
-j

add aihM H & iariBM K,

Basic Burger -3.75
Cheeseburger
Youte fe whatkindofdieese-425

Oedien Souvtíá Wrep
MarinatedgAeddÉlmdtriswnhduedt

t a f e ataos and peppers-4.75

fetodxeseaúnsandshreddedieaice-535

f Chicken Coesar W rap
Gried dwten, romainetetteceandcroute
tossedtoourcreamyCaesardressing-5.95

Roast Beef Ponini
HotmastbeefwrihmeltedAmericandiees^
ontoo,lettuceandfi^ftmayo-535

Cuban Pulled Pork Ponira 5.95

G rifed Chicken BIJPanW
GriBed dates, asp te rn , k i t e and te a t o - 535

Bacon Burger-4.50
Bacon Cheeseburger -4.95

Comes with French fries
— and garlk b r e a d . —

Pizza Bmger-4.50

full rack -18.50

€ ifd ia n Burger
Freshmozzarella, roasted
peppesandbasil-435

SANDWICH
QASStCS
§ Fresh Roasted Turkey-SJ5

»

HalTradT- Í2.50

C hatbroiled Texas W ieners.

Plato-1.95 WfehSauafaaut-2.10

m m -m
M 1P p *"«-*——*— ■ —■— 1—1

CHOCEN BREAST
SANDWICHES
Maraiaied ami gried just right
Add French fries ts any sandwich - 2 J8

BIT

Baam,lettuceandtomato-335

C difom ta Classic

Turkeydub

G r id A ic te t e s t with totee,

ttfith crispbacon,ieaBturirey
teftooeandtomato-535

535

Sewedl»t orarid wife mayoorgravy--5.75

G rie d Chicken Chib
&®eddsdteo breast lettuce,tomato,
afepfaaamanddnese-535

d u d ty White Chicken Salad -4S5

Gried Chicken Bogúele

Tuna Sd ad
Sofid«tote tona-435

HS$afreshmazzareiaandroastedpeppers-535

RoastBeef

Gried Cheese-235
Wifetomato-325 W5febaa»-42S

€ Ojaen Fiooed Chicken Souviaki
S a ra e á w É a M fe M s á s S -fe

KEYSMEALS
todiesifflá fe mñ éiA andacookie175safe.
G rie d Cheese

Chicken Fingers

Hot Dog

4 oz. Burger

SWEETTREATS
f Mont's Cheeseadae-2.95

BEVERAGES
ÍV .
_1
rouraam unracs

Pound Ccke-iJSB

lap-125 Maüan-1.55 Saal-125

Apple P ie -i.»

Coflee or Tea-130

Brownies-158
Cbolaes-iso
Garret Cdae-235
Fired) Find Sdad-235

Spring Wafer 150
Snapple 150
Soda
2Soe.botfe-1.58

1..... 1

C h ili Cheeseburger- 4.95

HOTnOGITf DOGS

.
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Koren Fran kfort I The M ontclarion

You’d have to be blind not to notice it: from the campus construc
tion, to the increased enrollment, to the announcement of new
housing to be built. Montclair State University has made it clear
ihat their griuidiose plans for improvement are coming to frui
tion. MSI' having started as a simple teacher's college, has now
become the second largest University in the state behind Rutgers.
Naturally, as campus size increases, so does the notoriety of MSU
m the minds of potential student« and academics

a m iss

Writers and Contributors
Rachel Britten, Taina Rodriguez, Justin
McCarthy, Dr. Rob Gilbert, Lauren Simon,
Sarah Gries, Therese Dublin,Douglas McIntyre
Maryann Poku, Mariana Perez, Meaghan
McCallum

“Is this expansion push justified
in the effect it will have on the
reputation of MSU?M

Advisor
Laura Federico

the coundemic standing as well.

Is this expansion push justitied in the eifect it will have on
rhe reputarion of MSU? Can students forgive the University for
inconveniencing them today whi-n their degree will carry more
weight m ten years? It’s easy to criticize the present situation, but
in ljie final analysis, students w ill probably find th at all of this will
benefit them in the long run. College only lasts for a few years, but

A d v ertisin g Director
Kevin Schwoebei

A« previously mentioned, its the second largest college in this
state, but ranlu- behind both Rutger« and the College of New

the accomplishment of having graduated from a recognized school
lingers for the rest of our lives.
Having said all that, the administration might benefit from
slowing down ju st a bit. In some ways, this school has mutated

Up until a few years ago, it wasn’t uncommon for students to
admit that they attended M SI'under hushed voices, bashful about

like the Incn-dible Hulk, its clothing npped in the wake of light
ning-fast growth. Last year, with more than 300 students having
to be housed in hotels due to the acceptance of too many students,

the small-time status of the state university. However, students
are now speaking with more confidence about their alma mater,
especially as it nears the nice round number of 20.000 students

MSU found that it’s not always prepared to accomodate demand.
Likewise, when the «chool went ahead and built The Village apart
ments. it only included 650 parking spaces for the 848 residents.

Larger enrollment will translate into greater school cnthusiasm
At the very lea-t, this administration, foil by Ifre-ident Susan
Cole, has proven it will be proactive in increaning the presence of

This shortage of parking was the situation for Village residents up

MSU in the world of academia. Long-term goals such as these
are appreciated; issues on today'.- campus mu.-t also be addressed
simultaneously.

* 1

Overall Design
Mike Sanchez

•Jersey in regards to academic reputation Mon1 full-lime profes
sor* need to be hired, not uist adjunct* This year, the most popu
la r major is biology, quite a difference from the education roots of
this institution. Thi- reflects the diver-dying nature of this school,
mid MSU needs to continue to meet the academic requirements
that this entails.

until last year, when the NJ Transit parking deck was completed
and presented as a second option. MSU must also bolster its aca-
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The M ontdarion is a Class O ne organization o f the
Student Government Association, Inc. o f M ontclair State
University. Published weekly, except during examina
tions, sum m er and w inter sessions, The Montdarion is
funded by student fees distributed by th e S G A and by
incom ing advertising revenue. The views expressed in
the Opinion section, w ith the exception o f the M ain
Editorial, d o not necessarily reflect the views o f The
Montdarion. The first edition o f The M ontdarion,
then named The Pelican, was published on November
28, 1928.

Banging The Drum o f Sch ool S p irit
Both M SU and G reek L ife Struggle For C am pus E nthusiasm , Yet D o N o t Aid O n e A nother
There’s an old saying, well established in
the traditions of cliche: “money can’t buy hap
piness.” Well, for Montclair State University,
if money can’t buy that,
then perhaps it can pur
chase school spirit, in
the form of a “fight song”
writing contest th at was
announced last week by
the office of Student
Activities. Open to all
students (with a tempt
KARL
ing reward of $500 for
D E VRIES
the winning song), the
OPINION EDITOR
purpose of the cheer
is to try and rally the
crowds at Red Hawk home games. It’s worth
a shot; after all, some home games feature
more people cheering for the visiting oppo
nents than for the home team. For poor MSU,
it’s a struggle to gam er support, even from
students who pay thousands of dollars for the
privilege of studying here.
However, perhaps a different interpreta

tion of the term “school spirit” may yield
some contrasting examples. Greek life, a
social community th at includes over 400
students, provides for many an outlet for
pride and enthusiasm at college. Considering
th at MSU is strictly a commuter’s college
for many students (with approximately only
3,500 of its 16,000 undergraduates living on
campus), the existence of such college home
environments strengthen the individual’s tie
to his or her campus. After all, why continue
to hang around after class if you don’t have
any friends to chill with? I know th at in my
experience, the social aspect of my college
experience has been defined largely by my
involvement in a fraternity.
Unfortunately, it often seems as if the
adm inistration chooses not to acknowledge
this fact. For instance, it is never mentioned
in any of the school’s promotional materials
th at MSU features a prosperous Greek com
munity. The painted rocks of pledge classes,
seen around campus, are looked upon more
as graffiti than a vibrant expression of pride.

Therecently announced date for Homecoming
of next year, Sept: 30, gives Greek organizations
virtually no time to rehearse and prepare for
the parade. They are booked setting up “rush”
events in order to increase their membership
th at month, meaning th at their contributions to
the festivities will be sub-par. Greek life holds
a major presence at MSU, but where is the sup
port of the administration?
I understand th at in order to get respect,
you m ust give respect; when the only “news”
th at Greeks seem to generate is in the form of
suspensions and other malfeasance, it’s under
standable th at the adm inistration would want
little to do with these organizations. Greeks
complain often how The Montclarion helps fuel
damaging stereotypes when handling stories
about them.
Of course, these complaints are made with
out the acknowledgement of such articles as
the one of Sept. 29, 2005, entitled “Fraternity
Sleepout Battles Hunger.” A social fraternity,
R Kappa Alpha generated coverage for their
bold act of charity by sleeping overnight out in

the Student Center quad, shining positive
light not ju st on themselves, but Greek life
in general.
It is steps like these th at are most
im portant in increasing the notoriety (and
respect) for the Greeks at MSU. True, the
football schedule isn’t, made with Greek
considerations in mind, but if the contri
butions of Greek life to this campus were
more prominent, perhaps they’d have more
influence in how events were planned. The
responsibilities of the adm inistration and
The Montclarion do not include arbitrarily
spreading good cheer about Greeks; rather,
it is the role of the fraternities and sorori
ties to further themselves.
Greek life and the adm inistration of
MSU share the common goals of name
recognition and respect. The means to this
end, it would seem, is help and cooperation
from both sides.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his firs t
year as Opinion Editor fo r T he M o n tc la rio n .

www.themontclarion.org
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Racial Regard For
Professor’s Tenure
Prof. Hiram Perez N eed s To Be Retained By M SU
This week, by going to the polls, Montclair
State University students have contributed
to the decision-making process of this great
democracy, whose foun
dation is in making sure
its people’s voices can
be heard. Unfortunately,
MSU’s
College
of
Humanities and Social
Sciences does not mirror
this practice becaeuse
the voices of the English
Departm
ent have not
TAINA
RODRIGUEZ
been heard.
C O L U M N IS T
Last week, in a shock
ing decision, Dean Mary
Papizan of the CHSS denied professor Hiram
Perez a tenured position. Por those who are
not familiar with tenure, it is the job security
of a professor at an institution for as long
as he or she chooses to remain. A profes
sor comes up for tenure review after having
taught at a school for a specific number of
years. However, the actual number varies
from school to school. At MSU, tenure review
happens in the professor’s fifth year. The pro
fessor is reviewed first by a panel of depart
ment members initially and then by the Dean
of the department. He is, for all intents and
purposes, fired. .
In the case of Dr. Perez,’the departmental
committee recommended him without reser
vation. However, the Dean, in disregard for
the recommendations by the English depart
ment, decided th at this was not enough to
keep him on staff citing his lack of publica
tions during his time at MSU.
As an aspiring professor, I was intrigued
and disappointed by this decision-. Dr. Perez
taught my Contemporary American Fiction
course last semester, and in almost every
class asked questions th at challenged me to
think past the pages of the books we were
reading and apply their themes to the world
in which I live.
Together we probed deeper into the pages
of our books to find the mirror reflecting our
own contemporary issues buried within the
lines. Needless to say, he had a profound
effect on me. This whole tenure issue raises
many questions.
First of all, if Prof. Perez was denied ten
ure because he didn’t publish enough, how
much was he supposed to have published? I
asked around the faculty and came up empty
handed on answers. There seems to be a bit of
an issue here at MSU because they advertise
themselves as a college where teaching is the
most important part of a professor’s job.
This would lead the average person to
believe that the school isn’t so concerned
with a quota of publications as long as
there is a strong dedication to the classroom.
Unfortunately, this is not the message th at is
sent when a professor is denied ténure for not
publishing enough.
I did a little digging, and discovered that
not only did Dr. Perez publish, but he has been
an incredibly sought-after public speaker at
many colleges across the coast. He has also
served on several important panels, like the
April 2005 Association for Asian American
Studies conference in Los Angeles. There he
was a panelist on the Asian Americanists and
Popular Culture Roundtable.
While many professors simply postulate
theories and publish them, Perez has demon
strated his passions through the application
of his theories outside of the classroom as
well as in. If MSÜ is expecting our professors
to exceed the amount of work Dr. Perez has
done, when are they e je c te d to demonstrate
their strong dedication to the classroom?
If Dr. Perez has actually done what he

claims he’s done on his resume, then why
didn’t he get tenure? I can think of a few
reasons... three to be exact. Could this denial
have anything to do with his being Black, or
gay, or Latino, or is it all of the above? Could
it have something to do with the fact th at he
is an active faculty member who has repeat
edly stood up for the rights of his fellow staff
members of color, and has even taken on the
President herself?
In my research, I came across the minutes
for the May 13, 2003 President’s Committee
on Affirmative Action meeting, where' it was
discussed th at only 50 percent ofthe Hispanic
faculty was retained over the past few years
compared to 24 percent - 30 percent overall
(PCAA 2003). This means th at MSU is get
ting kudos for hiring Hispanics, and not being
held accountable for letting them go.
Dr. Perez was hired before he completed
his dissertation, a common practice in the
hiring of minority professors. This means
th at he was not only responsible for his
doctoral work, but for the work being done
by other professors without their strain. This
tactic is often used to gain the advantage of
hiring miniorities and being able to dispose
of them without losing face. He was still able
to complete his doctorate from Columbia
University, publish articles, and have an
impact on students both in the classroom and
out despite.
According to the Sept. 2005 PCAA meet
ing minutes, President Susan Cole stated
th at MSU has become a racially diverse
campus: “In th at regard, it is increasingly the
case th at people are less and less interested
in identifying themselves in term s of their
race, ethnicity and/or gender groups. They
are more interested in identifying themselves
as a professional, etc. Students are freer to
come to a table as a biologist or as someone
interested in student advising. They bring
to the table their background, but it is less
im portant now.”
As it stands, Dr. Perez is the only black
man, and the only Latino in the department,
and if he leaves, there will be a terrible void.
What message does this send to the African
American and Latino students? Is it coin
cidence that one of the only people to have
taken risks to teach his students about race
and sexuality was fired?
I cannot help but ask Dean Papizan the
following: who is being served by firing Dr.
Perez, because I find it simply impossible to
understand who could possibly be served by
firing a man who is on the cutting edge of
contemporary issues.
Although I plan to do my doctoral stud
ies in Rennaisance Literature, I completely
stand by the imperative value of the provoca
tive, and contemporarily relevant, work of
Dr. Perez. He is an asset to this institution,
and his loss will be devastating. Why should
we, the students of MSU, not gain from the
accomplishments he will surely accumulate
over the course of the years to come?
Therefore, to those in power to grant Dr.
Perez tenure, I issue this challenge: “Show
me the money!” Show me, and the students
of this wonderful University, th at you are
beyond petty politics and are truly interested
in educating us.
Show us th at you care more about our
education than you do about squabbling over
the number of publications a professor—a
teaeher—should possess. Show us th at “poli
tics” isn’t the name of the game. Grant Dr.
Perez tenure and give MSU the brilliant
professor it deserves.
Taina Rodriguez, an English major, is in her firs t
year as a colum nist fo r T he M o n tc la rio n .
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Forgoing Feelings
In A Fast-Paced Life
Today’s Society Needs To Slow Down and Relax
Everything is fast-paced and on the go
in this day and age. We can get our money
fast at the ATM, get our food and now even
pick up our prescrip
tions a t a drive-thru
window. I can’t fathom
what is next. Perhaps
in the future, we will
be able to have our high
school diplomas or m ar
riage certificates mailed
to our homes so th at
we don’t have to take
RACHEL
BRITTEN
the time out of our busy
COLUMNIST
______________
schedules for the cer
emonies.
Everyone is in a hurry to go absolute
ly nowhere. Now, a beautiful and leisurely
Sunday afternoon turns ugly due to, as my
father calls them, the movers and groovers of
the world. They are the ones with road rage,
who make the streets chaotic and it is likely
th at there will be accidents caused by thenneed to be somewhere too quickly.
This feist-paced life is testing our mortal
ity, because we are constantly looking for
something to do, but forgetting about what is
truly im portant. Instead of spending quality
time with our families, we are out shopping
and looking for the next b it of excitement.
The weekends seem to be made up of trips
to the malls and hot new restaurants, rather
than visiting our relatives or having a quaint
barbeque in the backyard. The small th in g s
cease to matter.
This weekend I went to W almart for the
second, and probably the last, time in my life.
I needed something for a project, otherwise,
I wouldn’t have ventured into the jungle of
crazed shoppers and low prices.
It was astonishing how many people were
packed inside this monstrous store. It was a
beautiful Saturday afternoon, the parking
lot was filled to capacity and the McDonald’s
inside was hopping (yes, there is actually
a McDonald’s inside of Walmart). It was a
struggle to walk around with out bumping
into another person. Our society currently
thrives on the th rill of a good bargain, and
places th at priority above others. I would
rather spend my Saturday doing almost
anything besides being in th at store, hands
down.
However, I noticed something interesting
while I was there. There were many young
children around, probably twice as many as
there were adults. People seem to be taking

their children out shopping and to movie
theaters instead of spending the day at good
old-fashioned parks.
This is not only unhealthy for kids, which
can be reflected in the statistics th at more
children are becoming overweight, but also
th at kids are not learning to appreciate the
humble things in life, like swings or a sprin
kler system.
The process of mourning is affected by our
fast paced lives, as well. My mother and I had
a conversation about this, and she brought
up how when she was young, it was common
to see people wearing black for an entire
year after losing a loved one. If one was seen
walking down the street dressed in black, h
prayer would be said for them because they
were in mourning. The idea seemed foreign
to me because I grew up in a time where it
was common to move on more quickly.
For example, I had a friend who went to a
play in New York City the day after she lost
her sister. This can be approached from two
different points of view, because some people
may think it is good to get your mind off of
the loss by keeping busy. I cannot picture
going out anywhere the day after the death of
a loved one. A person needs time to properly
get over a loss or else they never will.
When a relationship, or friendship, is
severed, it takes time to get over the person
who was lost. Usually, if someone who has
recently ended a relationship gets into the
dating scene too soon, they are thought to be
on the “rebound.” It is hard nowadays to slow
down and take time out to cope with due to
our fast paced life.
There is so much pressure to get married,
be successful and own a home th at, if we
don’t achieve these goals by a certain time
in our lives, We feel like failures. Also, we
often miss out on the im portant and enjoy
able events th at are going on in the present
because we are focusing on the future too
much.
The fast-paced life isn’t always the best
route to take. Great novels and inventions
cannot be produced quickly or on a moment’s
notice. Watching a sunset or spending an
afternoon reading a classic book often brings
satisfaction. In an era of instant gratifica
tion, a more slow paced life will not kill any
one. In feet, it would be the best thing for us
to do;
Rachel Britten, a com m unications major, is in her
firs t year as a colum nist fo r The Montclarion.
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Denver’s Rocky Mountain High

Q uestion o f
The W eek

L egalization Process o f Marijuana U nderw ay In W ake O f D en ver Vote
As I, and many others who are immersed
in Montclair State University’s growing coun
ter-culture, already know, the city of Denver,
Colorado voted on Nov.
2 to legalize the posses
sion of small amounts
of marijuana. This is a
landmark decision hand
ed down by the city’s
population, as it is the
first of its kind in the
United States,
Although Colorado
JUSTIN
MCCARTHY
State Law still prohib
C O L U M N IS T
its the possession of any
amount of marijuana (as
any State official will quickly tell you), this
vote is widely being regarded as the first Step
in the long process of decriminalization, and
finally, the legalization of marijuana.
To give you an idea of how long it could
possibly take, think about the fact th at the
prohibition of pot is getting close to its 100th
birthday. Through the Roaring Twenties, the
Groovy Sixties and the Swinging Seventies,
pot could not make the jump from its nega
tive image to popular acceptance. ■
B ut with the help of modem technology,
we know that the negative affects of mari
juana are far outweighed by those of many
legal, and commonly used, drugs ingrained
and accepted in our society, the most notable
being alcohol. Technology has also allowed us

to realize the full potential of the cannabis
strains of plants, as Henry Ford showed in
the 40s when he built an automobile made,
completely out of hemp compounds th at rah
on a hemp derivative.
Few people realize th at hemp compounds
can replace the environmentally harmful pet
rochemicals in a lm ost, all the plastics we use
today. The only way to shorten the decrimi
nalization process is through the education of
the masses (not to mention our conservative
government representatives).
However, all evidence and arguments
aside, I find myself pleased to know th at
there are people in middle America (albeit
the ultra-liberal mecca of Denver) who care
enough about the issue to get out and vote.
Secondly, it has given me an inkling of faith
in the democratic process, faith that has been
slowly diminishing from me since Nov. of
2000. It is about time our government real
izes, in affairs both foreign and domestic, that
it may be better to adapt to different ways of
life rather than try to change them.
Take a look at Europe. Leaving out the
most logical example in the Netherlands, we
can still find good examples of government
flexibility. Most countries in Europe would
rather regulate an alternative lifestyle than
build prisons for offenders. I hope this will be
sim ilar to U.S. law enforcement officials real
izing th at they could never match the money
th at organized crime put into bootlegging

liquor.
However, pot has a much steeper hill to
climb than alcohol ever did. Negative propa
ganda campaigns have existed Since it came
into public knowledge. Anyone who has seen
the old black-and-white film Reefer Madness
knows the kind of press pot has recieved over
the years.
And dont think th at the commercials you
see on T.V. today are new or different. In an
interview with High'Times magazine, famous
hemp activist Jack Herrer pointed out th at in
the 1980s, anti-drug programs were showing
film s and producing literature th at likened
the brain waves of someone on pot to those of
someone in a coma, when in fact nearly the
opposite is true. These campaigns, funded
by our government, have formed the wal} of
misguided knowledge th at blocks pot from
legalization.
This is a plant th at has the potential
to do wonders in the communities of sci
ence, healthcare, people’s creativity, and most
importantly, family. I know many brothers,
sisters, cousins and children who have been
denied jobs, loans and even parts of their
fives for carrying a small amount of an herb
th at grows freely on the planet we call home.
If thats justice, then justice means nothing to
me.

H ow has the S G A affected
you th is year?

2

D ERRELLSAPP

tickets on campus,
worse; they give out more boots than
Timberlahd.”

HOLLY BOHN
Year: Junior
M ajor: Education

“Tbpf the SGA is
doing th eir best
to make improve
ments for the students of MSU. Doing th eir best in subtle

KYLE BOWE

Justin McCarthy, an English major, is in his firs t
year as a colum nist fo r T h e M o n tc la rio n .

Year: Freshman
Major: Physical
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story
on it.
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has been denied tenure.
Clifton’s
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American Fiction, we dissected the role of am approaching graduation in January and
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own
traffic
study,
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identity in modem culture. Beginning with my days here are numbered. So goes the
hiring
legal
representation.
Flannery O’Connor and leading through the collegiate cycle; students enter this campus,
I understand the traffic problems at
roman-noir era to modem authors like Junot meet professors like Dr. Perez and leave
Montclair
State - they existed even when I
Diaz, Dr. Perez managed to relate the signifi enriched and with truer sense of thé world
was
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student
in the 1970’s. The problem is
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that,
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is
an
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solution.
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majority
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exiting
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too
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significance of the vampire through modem fulfillment. Don’t let him get away.
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members who will feel the loss of his schol tion refused to consider any alternatives to EdPasino
arly advice. If Dr. Perez goes, the brilliance the plan and President Cole did not even Clifton Resident
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am a resident and things they take care
; community affects me
i in a good way.”

RALPH ANDRE
Yean Senior
M ajor: Graphic

'■"are

from flyers to word of mouth. But s® for
myself, I don’t feel th at they are affecting
me directly." -

ELENA
PORSCH
Year: Sophom ore
M ajor: Biology

“I have not noticed
any difference, posi
tive or negative.*

M A R IS S A
M A N G IA C A P R A

Yean Sophom ore
M a jo r Undecided

“They have not been
present enough
for me to have an
opinion regarding their efforts! I would
like to see them more involved, in a way
th at would give me something to say the
next tim e Fm asked this question!”
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Child Care Wanted
Caregiver needed fo r disabled child
in Bloom field, NJ. Seeking student
to work part-time with 9-year-old
girl w ith m ultiple disabilities. Stu
dent with interest in special educa
tion preferred. After-school and
weekend hours. Student must have
own transportation. Please call
Cindy at (973) 338-4428.

lr

•

'

Y

Child care part tim e in Glen Rigdge
to care for 8 and 13-year-olds. Mon
- Fri 3:00 - 7:30 P.M. Require: Nonsmoker, safe driver with car, refer
ences, experience. Perfect for a stu
dents schedule. Call (973) 429-1693.

N atalie Ghany
NJCU Alumna 2003,
Political Science

Seeking fun loving sitter. M - F,
flex hrs, approx: 2 -7 P.M. for boys
(7 & 9). Must drive. Lt. Hskpg. In
M ontclair home. Ideal fo r early
child development. Or college
student. Start ASAP. Office: (212)
664-2749.

m

u

m

“A fter completing my undergraduate degree
at New Jersey City University, I went on to
the University College o f London to earn
my M aster’s in International Development.
NJCU was a great foundation fo r this next
step in m y education.”

Whatever personal or professional path you
choose, at NJCU you'll find dedicated
professors inspiring you to grow and to
achieve. Each of our undergraduate and
graduate programs is designed with a single
goal - your success. Visit NJCU's thriving
campus today and begin writing your own
success story.

or Rent ëÊÊÊÊÊÊÈÊÊÊÊÊÈÊÊi

Furnished room for rent in Upper
Montclair. Female preferred. Nonsmoker. Cable access. 2 blocks to
NYC trans. 1/4 m ile to MSU and
town. 600/mo. (utilities included).
Call Deirdre (973) 432-1893.
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Help Wanted
TTendy, upscale, restaurant, bar and
lounge is seeking self motivated
bartenders, servers, and hostesses
to join out amazing team o f young
professionals. Immediate open
ings. Flexible shifts available. Prior
experience preferred. Please include
resume and recent photo in body o f
e-mail jenurakay@yahoo.com.
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Eats flies. Dates a pig.
Hollywood star.

Directed by

BOX KAUFMAN
Choreographed by

PAM RAINEY
Musical Direction by

PAULBUDD

UVEfOll DREAM
S

RSÇ Version.
B y t . FRANK BÀÜM
With m usic a n d lyrics o f
_ . the MGM motion picture
score b y HAROLD ARLEN and

M.O.C.MUSICALTHEATRE
V

LY. HARBURG
Background music by

proudly presents

HERBERT STOTHART
Dance a n d vocal
arrangem ents by

he

PETER HOWARD
Orchestration b y

LARRY WILCOX
Adapted fryJOHN KANE from
the motion picture .
screenplay fo r the Royal
Shakespeare Com pany

Izard

Pass It On.
THE FOUHDATiOH ü! I IETTEI LIFE
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♦ ♦★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ♦★ ‘♦'★ ★ ★ ♦★ ★ ★ ★ A H it
to be perform ed at

Memorial Auditorium at Montclair State University

Five o r m o re
su n b u rn s
d o u b le your^risk
o f d ev elo p in g
sk in cancer.

Valley Road (at Normal Avenue), Upper Montclair, New Jersey
Ht

* P o sitio n s A v a ila b le Im m ediately *
*
fo r M ad Scientists.
★

J

*
*
*

P r o t e c t y o u r s k in .
www.aaci.org; • 888.462.DERM

*********

£

★ Mad Science o f North Central New Jersey *
J is currently looking for students to work J
*1-4 hours a week teaching science classes*
J t o kids. Excellent pay-including training!! J
*
*

AAD

it

*
*

flffiVQU;

*
*

♦ lo v e Working with children/
* Have full-time access to a car/
♦ Have an outgoing personality/

★
★
*
★

*

*.

if if you answered yes to these questions, *
★
*
give us a cal! at (973) 244-1880
. *
if
and set up an interview.
*

★ **★ *★ *★ ***★ ★ **★ **★ **★

★

November 11,12,18,19 at 8 pm
November 13,20 at 2 pm
GENERAL A D M ISS IO N TIC K ET PRICES:

$25 individual - $22 senior citizen - $15 student with ID
irtttffl' iutMldi/OMild/lbIjtv pWleii tjl20 tv MW

Forreservationscall 973.773.9933
or visit our website: www.MOCMusicals.org
This program is made possible in part by funds from the New Jersey State C ouncil on the Arts/Departm ent of
State, a Partner Agency o f the National Endowm ent for the Arts and adm inistered by the Essex County D ivision
of Cultural and H istoric Affairs.
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www.mrbiuy .com

V 00 PROBABCV ARE TOO.
WEU. SCRAM. HAVE FUN WITH ]
VOUR 6AMEOIBE/

SADDER S T iU THAT HERMAN
DID THAT NICE, FRIENDLY,
THING FOR VOti, GETTING
THAT SHiRT FOR VOÜ UXE
A FRIEND WOULD, AND VOCIL
JU ST IGNORE HIM.

resolved. However go slow, Competing egos
■ may sUR be a
or poorly defined Ì
lingering distraction. |

**■ C ap rico rn

Friendships and group activities may involve
a subtle competition for attention this wep§
After Wednesday, close friends may no longer
be willing to maintain a reserved or quiet
apœoadh ta social «rent*.

?h

OH... NOW THAT IS SAD.

UH, I HAVE A
[DREAMCAST? AND WHATEVER,
, I'M NOT EVEN BEING NICE/

WHATEVER. HE'S
JUST BEIN6 NICE BECAUSE
I HAVE THE NEW XBOX.

1
F p e p D ’j ' s “

U S e/>

'S

C A R S’

A q u a riu s

ih

Monday tlu'ougfi Wednesday, »pend extra
time aligning financial priorities and long
term business goals Many Aquarians will
begin a brief period of confusing money issues
and revised work routines. Dont hold back:
greater confidence and 4 fresh amployrr^p
pereped&e.w&i soon be the result.'

■

J L

^

T 7 ( D e < ^ a l m r f # * i f e a u a r y 10r

■

p

r

a

p

H

i

'.February 18 - March 19}
•lob proposal® and nrn businei® ventures will
begin active negotiations this week. Study
documents llmroughlv and expect key official*
to oiler faulty information. Home Piacrans will
also experience a sudden increase in- work
duties or a renewed interest in
per
formance, management and group leadership.

K A rie s *4
(March 20 - April 19

lluKine*® negotia Lions will soon be settled
Over the nexl six (lav’s, respond quickly to
workplace announcements concerning n*vi»«J
contractc, new decision® or policy change»
Job titles und team assignments may also be
accented Expect managers or bo>se® to danfy
all schedules and duties.

&

-S>Pf TTfV««- AW,« Ç?

J is J L

“The tribe has spoken, Dad ...
We’ve voted you out of the house.”
“It m ay LOOK small, but this little hummer
actually seats three hundred!”

Sudoku #4
: I

2

4

8
9 3

1

I
i• a
I
1
6

1
3 4
2-*1__
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9 2 5

i

4

3 8
9
5
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1
2 5 1 - 1

V
7
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Hit in the blank squares so that each row,- each column and each
3-by-3 Mock contain all of the digits 1 thru 9,
if you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

^ G em in i ®
(May 21—June 20!

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Inarticulate
grunt
4 Stitches loosely
10 Inland Asian sea
14 Likewise
15 Whitener
16 Hatcher of
“Desperate
Housewives”
17 In particular
19 Canadian cops
20 Small
outbuilding
21 Rubicon crasser
23 Not new
27 Vex
28 NASA partner
31 Tampa pro
35 “The Winding
Stair” poet
37 Let go of
38 Trademark swab
39 Kill, old-style
40 Ms. Farrow
42 Artful deception
43 Fair-to-middling
44 Poe poem
46 Washstand
accessories
48 Like a
landlocked
country
49 NBC classic
50 Big coffee
container
52 Sailing vessel
53 Use for cash
56 “Desire Under
the "
60 Lena of “Alias”
62 Obliterated
66 Ed or Early
67 Virgil’s epic
68 Grippe
69 Stool supports
70 Grooms like a
cat
71 Sen. Kennedy
r DOWN
1 Shoshones
2 Golly!
3, Optimistic
feeling
4 Eng. channel
5 Pugilist Laila
6. Red or Black
7 Baby powder

T au ru s #

(April 20 ~ May 20}
Romance and aenmnenlal rei lection» may capuvuU yuur thought® this week entirely. Monday
through Wednesday, watch for a shift in love
relationships, increased trust, shared intimaev
and new commitments are strongly indicated.
Some Taureaux may also encounter imporli,rtf
family discussions

Family discui-Bions and business ambition
are highlighted over the next 6 days After
Monday, many Gemini? will rt'ceive powerful
insights into their own workplace behavior or
recent lark of confidence.

>€ C an cer

(June21- July21}

Krioid® and business associates may he out
spoken and self-involved thip week Expect new
intuì mat ion to arrive concerning the recent
conduct of a friend or colleague before mid
week Workplace announcements and ultimai«
discussions between friends will not bring the
de»ii«I results.

<ef Leo -ef
© 2005 Tribune Madia Services, Inc.
A ll rights reserved.

8 Cream-filled
treat
9 More like a
wallflower
10 Gillette razor
11 Like-pastimes
12 Limb
13 Cup rim
18 Teacher of the
Year, e.g.
22 Clouds’ milieu
24 Ail there
25 Bring to a halt
26 View as
29 Entrance gates
30 Quaking trees
31 Kisses
32 Yet to be cut
33 Using unethical
methods
34 Mrs. Bunker
36 Matched in
value
41 Mariner’s hail
42 Got bigger
45 Notable time
47 Vue or Bronco
48 Noisy sleeper

11/10/06

Solutions

Someone close may this week ask for a firm
commitment or clarification of long-term inten
tions Over the next lew days lelationshipg will
enter an active stage. Expect loved ones to be
supportive» but no longerwill be w iphg to wait
for subtle indications Financial planning is on
Mgfte A ? I , ;

ài

V ir g o

ài

Business contacts from distant family assa§»
ben may arrive without warning this week.
After Tuesday, expect a series of calls or mes
sages concerning financial opportunities, trav
el plans or fondly announcement* to demand
rcspoaae.

• • - j g - ’:

?»

Libra
51 Hit the high
points, briefly
54 Travel lodges
55 Zilch
57 Golf ball’s arc
58 Stubborn beast
59 Upright post

60 Hooter
61 Sodium
hydroxide
63 Get die point
64 Religious
prohibition
65 Asner and Wynn

(E fo p tm b n r^ fv O rtd i^ ^

Early this week, gentle romantic overtures will
demand a siacero dfepl^ of affection. Someone
close may be unsure of your commitments,
ideas or motives. A quiet, heartfelt response is
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The Editors* Picks

No Mo From T.O.

JO S E

O w ens S u sp en d ed For “C om m ents D etrim en tal T o T eam .

M IK E

M a n a g in g Editor
M ike Johnson
Sports Editor

This year’s NFL season is now officially
half way through. We have seen a lot of the
same old stuff and a lot of new things.
The Texans struggled to win their first
game and the Colts struggled to stay unde
feated.
Peyton Manning still dominates, no m at
ter how many touchdown passes he throws
and B rett Favre just can’t find his groove.
The 7-2 Bengals (that is not a typing
error) are on top of their division and the 1-7
Packers (same goes for this also) find them
selves struggling for air.
The Bears find themselves looking back
at the rest of their division and a race to win
the NFC South has made for some exciting
games.
It has been a season of ups and downs and
many surprises so far, but one thing everyone
expected was th at Terrell Owens still hasn’t
shut his mouth and probably never will.
Owens was suspended on Nov. fifth for
making comments regarding his team and
their lack of ability to recognize his 100th
career touchdown during their loss to the
Denver Broncos, but it didn’t stop there.
Owens went on to say th at if the Eagles
had Green Bay’s quarterback, B rett Favre,
they would be a better team- That stemmed
from a statem ent made by former
receiver Michael Irvin and the fact
th at Philadelphia quarterback,
Donovan McNabb, is playing
with a sports hernia and
should have been
sidelined

weeks
ago.
I think any team ' th at
would have B rett Favre would be
a better team, or a healthy McNabb for that
m atter, but Owens still didn’t feel th at this
would be enough talking to grab attention.
He then proceeded to get into a fight with
former temmate Hugh Douglas.
Apparently Douglas entered the team
locker room and claimed, “I know there are
people in here faking injuries.”
Owens took this as a shot th at was aimed
at him because he missed practice with an
injured ankle.
Many players and media criticize Owens
for not being a team player and only doing
what he feels is in the best interest of his
career.
Before the season, Owens threatened a
strike if the Eagles did not give him more
money on his seven-year, $48 million con
tract which he signed on Mar. 16, 2004 and
also includes a $10 million signing bonus.
It is to my understanding th at a contract
is signed only when a player and a team
agree on someting. So now, all of a sudden,
Owens does not agree.
He’s good, but is he good enough for more
than $7 million per year?
When he was on San Francisco, he openly
criticized his quarterback and offensive coor
dinator, prompting a trade th at would rid the
49ers of the shadow th at loomed in the locker
room for eight years.
Everyone should have seen it coming
when he was traded to the Baltimore Ravens
and refused to play because he said th at
wasn’t where he wanted to go. Apparently,
Owens and his agent missed the deadline to
enlist as a free agent,-so the 49ers went out
of their way and offered him a trade.
They traded him to the Ravens ju st as his
agent and the Eagles were finalizing a trade.
The 49ers’ desire to move Owens outside of
the NFG was now being challenged and their

plans were being spoiled by a selfish T.O.
Owens refused to report to his physical
for the Ravens and after a long standout,
Owens eventuality joined the Eagles where
he claimed he really wanted to play in the
first place.
Owens, who was th at adament about com
ing to Philadelphia, should enjoy his time
there instead of trash-talking the players
and organization who counted on him to turn
their team into a serious contender instead of
the one-game-away team they had been for
the past few years.
Look for T.O. to possibly be wearing a
new jersey this season, but if he isn’t, expect
the Eagles to ship Owens to a team which is
more likely to put up with his antics.
The speculation is th at Owens could end
up in Oakland, a team th at
basi
cally has no
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P it t s b r n b i

worr i e s
about its
mage or the players’
feelings.
Oakland
seems to be a great
place to harbor the
kind of attitude that
Owens feels he can
have.
Randy Moss
h a s
remained virt u a 1ly
silent th is
season most
likely due
to thé fact that
everything
and
anything
goes
in
Oakland. Either
he stopped
driving drunk and
carrying
drugs on him, or no
%
one really
cares in Oakland.
\
A n d
what happened to
W arren
Sapp? The once outsp oken defensive leader
of the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers left and
came to Oakland and
hasn’t said a word since; at least we haven’t
heard him say anything.
But does T.O. really want to end up back
on the West Coast? He’ll probably go any
where th at will take on his contract, which
will most likely be no one. If he is released,
he would go on waivers which would mean
team s from the bottom up would be able to
take him.
That means the Texans and the Packers
would have first dibs on him, but it is likely
th at neither team would consider him. Even
after his B rett Favre commente, the Packers
may not be able to handle his contract or his
ego.
The possibility of a Manning - Owens
combination seems very unlikely, whether it
is in Indianapolis or New York.
Teams with quarterbacks who may actu
ally be able to meet Terrell Owens’ standards
are way too far down the list to consider
him on waivers and most likety wouldn’t
even want the tarnished reputation of a star
th at once shone so brightly, the city of San
Francisco couldn’t contain him.
Terrell Owens may have gone too far to
apologize to anyone, but we should at least
give him credit for trying.
He spoke out and apologized to his fans
and to the organization, but his agent quickly
took the stand and refused any questions
th at were controversial.

Sports Editor

C le v if t n d .

JJJ

P it t s t ^ ^ ^ B w O ^ ^ H a d

M o n d a y N ig h t

M o n d a y N ig h t I w i l
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U p se t P ic k

U p se t P ic k

O a k la n d o v e r D e n v e r

S a n F r a n c is c o o v e r C h ic a g o

O v e r a ll
3 1 -2 5

R e co rd
( .5 4 5 )

U p s e t P ic k

O v e r a ll

1 -3

4 0 -1 6

-

R e co rd
(.7 0 9 )

U p s e t P ic k
3-1

Inside James Torres
„

Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

On July 19, Montclair State University
decided th at Jam es Torres would be the man
to lead the Red Hawk wrestling team in the
post reclassification era. Now, more than
three months later, Torres has his players
poised to make some noise in his first head
coaching job.
“They’re all excited about this season, but
first they need to believe in this program,
and their natural God-given abilities.” Torres
said. “Fm just here to mold them to reach
their maximum potential. If they can leave
here and believe th at they are the best, well
then there’s my success.”
Coach Torres and his assistant, Viktor
Sveda are both graduates from the University
of Indiana. The two Hoosiers wrestled
together, with Sveda taking All-American
honors twice during his collegiate career.
They are good friends and have known each
other for more than eight years.
“We’ve been exposed to some of the best
wrestlers in the world,” Torres said. “That
was my whole vision when I decided to come
here. I knew th at I could bring a lot of knowl
edge and experience to this team.”
Coach Torres replaced last year’s
Metropolitan Coach of the Year Award win
ner, Joe Sabol. Sabol was one of the more
instrum ental people in getting the sport
reclassified back to varsity sport status in
Spring o f’05. The players had an emotional
attachment, and according to the coaches
and the athletes, it wasn’t an easy transi
tion.
“We were all very upset about the deci
sion at first,” said team captain Jake Beitz.
“But we had to adapt. W restling is more of
an individual sport than it is a team sport
anyway. Torres is a great coach and he realty
knows what he is doing.”

“There was a little resistance at first,”
Torres said. “I had to come down with the
hammer in the beginning, but since then our
commitment level has gone up 1,000 percent.
It has made my job a lot easier.”
At 28 and 26, Torres and Sveda are just
old enough to be older brothers to the mem
bers of the team. However, Torres feels that
it has helped them relate to the team more,
and helps the athletes understand th at their
coaches know what they are going through.
Torres came from Menlo College in
California where he served as an assistant
coach.
He helped produce 17 w restling AllAmericans and has coached at all levels dur
ing the past five years. He chose MSU over
other schools, where he could have been head
coach, because he felt a friendly atmosphere
here at MSU.
“During my interview, I felt very wel
comed and saw th at the school had a very
family oriented athletic department,” Torres
said. “I really felt some higher purpose in
coming here. I definitely wasn’t here for the
paycheck. I’ve never looked at coaching as
ju st simply a paycheck.”
Practices with Torres can be described
as intense, high speed endurance teste. The
wrestlers work on techniques, footing, coun
ters, defense, basic maneuvers and much
more in a 2-3 hour daily routine. Coach
Torres’ main focus however, is on discipline.
“I’ve seen what undisciplined team s can
do, even with talent. Discipline is one of the
most im portant things in life, especially in
sports,” Torres said. “You can ju st look at the
USC football team as an example.”
The coach has not set expectations based
on wins and losses, but on effort and improve
ment instead. According to Torres there are
other things in sports th§t should be consid
ered first, and then the winning takes care of
itself.
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Red Hawk Wrestling Preview 2005
125 p ou n d s

James Anest
Freshman

M S U S e t to K ic k o ff S e a so n A g a in st K u tzto w n at P an zer

Team captain
Anest, has
been called a
natural leader
by head wres
tling coach
lam es Torres.
He earned the
title captain
by out-work
ing the other
freshmen,
and earned
his starting
spot by beat
ing Mostafa
Omara.

Freshman
Brian Innis

133 p ou n d s

Senior
D erek Goduto

Innis defeat
ed Jason
Brandt in the
W restle-Off
on Sunday.
Brandt was
a Red Hawk
representa
tive in the
conference
championship
last season.
Innis's victory
was the sur
prise of the
day.

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

Goduto is
fresh off of
a year where
he earned
All-American
honors.
Goduto won
and is cur
rently ranked
third in the
country
among the
125 pound
weight class.
Still, he is
wrestling at
133 pound
weight class.

157 p ou n d s

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

165 p o u n d s

The coaches look on as the athletes train for the season. Coach Torres plans on improving
this team with a little discipline and a lot of training. He has already expressed his excite
ment to be at MSU and plans on rebuilding the wrestling program.

Troise is
another one
of the new
guys on the
wrestling
team that
both the
other ath
letes and
the coaches
are high on.
He defeated
James Brock
to get the
spot on
Saturday.

Freshman
Joe Troise

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon
Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

The wrestling team practices every day Monday-Friday from 4-6 p.m. in Panzer Gym. The
practices are intense and very strenuous.

141 p ou n d s
Crespo lost in
the Wrestle
-Offs to junior
Red Hawk
Alan Aponte,
but because
of some tech
nicalities,
Crespo will
be the starter
this Saturday
against
Kutztown in
Panzer Gym.

Sophomore
Christian Crespo
Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

14V p o u n d s

n

i

McSweeney
went into last
year’s confer
ence champi
onship having
wrestled only
one match
all season.
He went on
to win three
matches
and com
pete in the
NCAA touray.
Expect big

Sophomore
»hinge.
Dennis McSweeney

Jose O rtiz
Managing Editor

The motto of Montclair State University
is Carpe Diem, seize the day. Well, the Red
Hawk wrestling team is doing exactly that.
Last year, they were ,a team on the brink
of extinction until the decision to reclassify
them back into varsity sports saved the 2005
- 2006 season and their program. W ith a
new coaching staff at the helm this year,
the team has left last season’s ordeal behind
them, and now have a chance at MSU wres
tling history lying in front of them.
“Coach Torres just has me trying to stay
focused and concentrate on what’s going on
now, not on what has happened in the past,”
Said team captain, Jake Beitz. “I plan on
wrestling to be a national champion this
year.”
Practices began officially on Oct. 15 and
came to a culmination last Sunday at Panzer
Gym during the inters-quad Wrestle-Off.
Teammates who had been training with each
other for the past month were pitted against
one another to decide who would be the sea
son opening starters.
“This really helped us to get an idea of
where the guys are at in their training at
this point and time,” said assistant wrestling
coach Viktor Sveda. “All the guys look to be
in pretty good shape so far.”
Last season, the Red Hawks finished in
third place in the Metropolitan Conference,
and sent two wrestlers to the NCAA tourna
ment, yielding an All-American honor from
Derek Goduto. After being labeled as over
achievers last season, some of the players on
this year’s team have big expectations.
“You can expect big things from this

team this year,” Goduto said. “We will have
Dennis McSweeney in tip-top shape this time
and I think th at Jake Beitz, Mike Berger and
James Anest will all be very successful this
year.”
Many of the Red Hawk wrestlers never
stopped wrestling after the season ended.
MSU junior, Alan Aponte, wrestled in over
eight tournam ents this summer, both Goduto,
and Beitz worked as wrestling coaches in
Iowa, Pennsylvania and Minnesota. If you
add the new “intense weight training pro
gram ” to this you are left with a team with a
lot of potential.
“The good thing about this team is th at there is still so much untapped potential, we
hive a huge up side,” said head wrestling
coach, Jam es Torres “With my organiza
tional tactics, I am setting the guys up to
reach their maximum potential, to look past
th at wall, and to go beyond their perceived
barriers.”
The Red Hawks are currently without
a definite starter at the 197-pound class.
Beitz, who has been slowed by a shoulder
injury, John Vogel, who will be ineligible to
wrestle after this semester and Tim Janz
will all be weighed in. One will be moved up
a weight class.
If you look at last season’s success as a
sign of things to come, then this year’s team
should be ripe to send more th an two wres
tlers to the National Championships, and
should finish higher than third place. The
team is stacked with four returning starters,
and a very deep bench. But there are few
sure things in sports. One thing is certain,
they look good on paper, now it’s time to see
if it translates to the mat. The Red Hawk
wrestling season kicks off this Saturday at
Panzer Gym against Kutztown.

1 7 4 p ou n d s_______

Sophomore
Sean Hayes

Team captain
Hayes has
come a long
way since last
season. From
not even
wrestling in
the confer
ence cham
pionships,
to being a
captain. His
dedication to
improvement
is definitely
something to
admire.

_________

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

184 p o u n d s

Senior
Take Beitz

Beitz was
just one win
away from
wrestling
fo r national
championship
last season.
Ib is year he
has rededi
cated himself
and fully
expects to be
competing for
a title after
all is said and
done.

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon
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Player of The Month
October 2005

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUESTIOJ k jB
W hich NFL player holds the record fo r most career
interceptions?
■

I i

LAST EDITION’S QUESTIO

Seattl
B jy Devil Rays,. Texas Rangers,
F
Milwaukee Brew
■ u s ion Asstros, M
Giants. CnloiadtH tocki
Sein Frdnic is r o G

Unscramble 'Em
Unscramble these football players

1.

) rtispe Ihemos

2.

) nascor mprael

3.

) rteyr enlgn

4.

) wderelsdoeb

5.

) ciarkwr nudn

■. Senior
Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ

■
■

6.

) treorb ihasmt

7.

) reirgden emsaj

8.

) eliwli rpkare

9.

) derf Itraoy

10.

) Ineal msuros

Kelly was named NJAC player of the week
times and had six goals and five
assists in 10 garnet Jn October.

Honorable Mentions
Rp8YI|APICELU
Senior «¿juggi
Hometown: Oceanport, NJ
Apicelnwes selected to the
NFHCA Senior All-Star Game and
g ^ ^ded three shutouts in ten
games in October.

w n sso y U3|iv - 0 1 J0|Ae j _ p a y - 6
9!II!M - 8 se w e r uuja6pg - L sm ieiM p s q o y - g
uuna x o u j b m - S Bospeig m 8 j q - u u s iq Ajjbj _- e Jaw wiey u o s j b q - Z ss u iio y jseud - j.' :sjbaasuv -

Game of The Week
MSU Red Hawks 5-3 (4-1)

RYANMORGAN

Rowan Profs 7-1 (4-1)

Junior

Hometown: Princeton, NJ

Saturday

Morgan scored three goals and
had two assists in the month of
October end brought his team to

1:00 p.m .
@ R ow an
Jj
NJAC

SU N Y C o rtla n d
Row an

5-1
4-1

MSU

4-1

W estern Conn
Kean
TCNJ
W illia m Paterson

3-3
1-4
1-4
1-5.

1

F ie ld

O verall

6-2
7-T
5-3
5-4
3-6
3-6
4-5

Last W eek's Results
No G am e Last W e e k

H o c k e y
NJA C

Row an

O verall

6-0

16-3

MSU

4-2

16-2

TCNJ
Kean
Ram apo
Richard Stockton
W illia m Paterson

4-2
3-3
2-4
2-4
0-6

14-4
12-5
5-11
7-10
5-10

Th is W e e k

T h is W e e k
Sat @ Rowan 1 p.m.

P p i'^ e w o f f s *

TBA

Last W eek's Results
11/9 - M SU 2, W a sh in g to n & Lee 0

ERICFERRIOL
Senior
Hometown: Belleville, NJ
¡»»i
13

furrio! has ted the Red Hawks
to four straight victories and
has now given them a chance to
[thake something of the season.

|||iSAMENDOLA
Senior
Jlemetown: Union, NJ
Amendola led her team in goals
for the season and scored three
^|pfts and had one assist in nine
games this month.

2 00 5 Wrestling Preview

Inside James Torres
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Red Hawk Spotlight: Robyn A p ice lli
M ik e Johnson
Sports Editor

Every once in a while, there
comes a person with great lead
ership skills and talent th at sur
passes most others. People wonder
what makes a great leader, but
they never stop to think th at they
possibly make themselves great.
Athletes who excell at what they do
and lead their team to victory can
not learn that. It is something they
are bom with and they can only
teach it.
The MSU was handed a field
hockey team th at meshed well
together and is filled with great
leaders, like goaltender Robyn
Apicelli, defender Elyse Winkle and
others who can score and make
leadership decisions. These aren’t
thé only players who have contrib
uted to the team’s success.
In fact, the most im portant per
son of all didn’t record a goal or
an assist. She didn’t even play
one minute this season. Coach
Beth Gottung has been there every
second for this team whether they
need her or not (and they do), and
she is leading the Red Hawks to
their second NCAA appearance, but
neither coaches nor goalies can take
all of the credit themselves.
It isn’t a coincidence th at this
team has played so well all season.

According to Apicelli, it is easy to
see why this team is great.
“My field hockey experience here
at Montclair has been great. My
class started out at the same time
Beth Gottung did. It was new for
both of us at the same time, which
made it easier for our grade to
relate to the coach. We have also
always been a very close team since
day one. In and out of the season,
and even during the summer, these
are my close friends. When one of
us gets down on ourselves, another
teammate is right there to pick
each other up. This team would not
be the same without the camarade
rie and the group of girls we have.”
MSlTs stellar defense has
allowed the Red Hawks to have the
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Apicelli posted eight shutouts
over the course of the season.

season they have had, but it’s hard
to look past Apicelli. MSU allowed
ju st 15 goals in 18 games. Apicelli
leads the NJAC in goals against
average (0.78) and shutouts with
eight while making 90 saves.
Robyn has played her last regu
lar season game and has led her
team into the second round of the
NCAA tournam ent along with her
co-captain, Elyse Winkle, and the
.rest of her team, but they will not
be satisfied with' th at alone. All
eyes will be on Apicelli throughout
the playoffs, as they have been all
season, but th at doesn’t make her
nervous. In fact, it does ju st the
opposite.
“Being a goalie is very difficult.
You have the whole game almost
lying in your hands. Sure, it has to
go through 10 field players to get
to me, but when people look at th at
score and there is a goal against us,
it feels like all fingers get pointed
at me. It doesn’t m atter if I had 15 ^
saves. I have a position to fill and
th at is to stop the ball.”
“People ask me w hat would
make me w ant th at position.
Getting bruised and beat with 60
MPH balls getting shot a t me. It’s
all about the rush. Making that
save and hearing my teammates,
coaches and fans cheer is what I
play for.”
During the season, Apicelli

focuses on her sport, but it doesn’t
take up all of her time. She is in
college after all.
“Right now I am in school in the
elementary education program and
when I get out I am planning on
getting a teaching job in Newark.
I want the challenge of working in
the. inner-city school district. Just
like being a goalie is a big challenge
in my life, the challenge will con
tinue with my teaching career and
I can’t wait. I would also like to get
a coaching job for field hockey after
school.”
Apicelli’s hopes of coaching
field hockey one day stem from the
coaching she received in high school
and before that.
“I started playing field hockey
when I was in fifth grade because
my older sister Caren played and
I kind of followed her. I started as
a mid-fielder and did not become a
goalie until I was a sophomore in
high school. My sister was a goalie
and my coach said “we don’t have
one so now you have to do it’. So I
agreed. At first, I am not going to
lie, when I put the equipment on
and went to move I fell over. It took
me about a week to get used to it
but after th at I was hooked. I guess
you can say th at it’s something that
I got talked into, but to this day, I
am still thankful for that.”
“I attended Shore Regional High

Robyn didn’t let up a goal in game
one of the playoffs and hopes to
continue making saves.

School where they are known for
their field hockey program and my
coach, Nancy Williams, was also
well known for being the winningest
coach in the nation. I feel th at field
hockey was right up there with
the football program at my high
school.”
Every girl who plays a college
sport has to deal with the fact that
they may not ever have a profes
sional career outside of basketball.
“It would be nice to have a league
for field hockey when you got out of
college besides the Olympics, but
I am just planning on getting my
future started and getting out into
the working world.”
Robyn and the Red Hawks con
tinue their season on Friday.

Red Hawks Advance To Second Round
M ontclair S ta te F ie ld H o ck ey C eleb ra tes Its F irst N C A A W in S in ce 2001 A nd P repares F or T h e S eco n d R ound
M ike Johnson
Sports Editor

The whistle blew to sound the
end of the game and the Red Hawk
field hockey team celebrated their
_____________ _ first round
victory over
W ASH & LEE 0
W ashington
&
Lee.
Montclair is
set to leave early Thursday morn
ing to prepare to take on William
Smith in the second round of the
NCAA playoffs.
This m arks the first time MSU
has been to the NCAAs since 2003,
which was th eir only previous
appearance. The Red Hawks defeat
ed W. New England in the first
round, 7-1, but lost to Middlebury,
3-2, in the second round. Montclair
looks to re-write history this year
by making their first appearance
in the third round.
In order to advance to the next
round, though, the Red Hawks had
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Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

Alex Kelly, the Red Hawks’ point
leader scored the second goal of
the game and put K away for good
in the second half with her only goal
of the game.

to overcome the first round jitters
and play like they have been play
ing all season.
“We have to come out fired up
and more aggressive for round two,”
said head coach, Beth Gottung. “It’s

good to play a first-round game
and get rid of the jitters.”
It didn’t seem th at the Red
Hawks had any jitte rs on
Wednesday night.
The first half displayed a solid
defensive showing from both sides
of the field.
W ashington & Lee goalie,
Courtney H arrison, had seven
saves in the first h alf Apicelli
faced only one shot and stopped it.
The Red Hawks’ defense proved
to be ju st as un-stoppable as they
had been all year.
It seemed the first half was
going to end in a scoreless tie until
Jennifer Tanis put one home and
broke the tie with only 31 seconds
left in the half. The goal was
assisted by Jen Soss. 1
“Before Tanis scored, we had so
many chances and when she finally
scored, it was such a relief,” said
Jen Soss.
The Red Hawks displayed the
same tight defense in the sec

ond half as they had in the first,
but the offense still struggled to
score against an acceptional W&L
defense.
Alex Kelly finally got the Red
Hawks some second-half stats
when she scored her 14th goal of
the season, and first of the night, to
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M ontclair contolled the ball for
most of the game and forced the
Generals to play defense most of
the game.

Anthony Ingersoll I The Montclarlon

The Red Hawks advanced to the
second round for the second time
in team history, hut look to get past
it for the first.

. make the score 2-0. It would prove
to be more than they needed.
“This is what we train for all
season,” said Apicelli. “This is
the biggest thing for MSU sports.
Especially for the women, since we
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normally don’t get as much recogni
tion as the men’s sports.”
The Red Hawks play their next
game on Friday against William
Smith; but don’t expect them to
change their pre-game strategies
for th at game.
“I’ll be doing the same things I
always do to prepare,” said captain
Elyse Winkle. “I ju st relax and
listen to music.”
The Red Hawks won’t change
any and hope to continue playing
like they have all season.

